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P R E F A C E. 

In the title of this dissertation we find the words: . 
'Great Philosophers•. I must, 1n connection therewith, state 
not as an apology for my little intellect and ability to . 
distinguish a great, from a little philosonher- that it is 
~xtremely difficult to say dogmatically, who is a great phil-
osopher and who is not. There are, or course, philosophers 
who are generally and universally recognised as great, such aa \ 
Plato, Aristotle, Kant, Hegel and others. 

Several philosophers are acknowledged as great by some 
people only. To the Communists, for instance, Karl Marx is a 
great philosopher; to the Americans, William James. What I 
wish to clarify is this, that by 'great• in this dissertation I 
merely mean Mprom1nent". 

Again I must explain that although our title speaks of 
'Great Philosophers from Descartes to the present day", this 
muet be understood to be referring to European philosophers 
(including A~ericans) and not to the philosophers of the ment
ioned pBriod in general. I consider this oxnlanation desirable 
because the East has also produced its own great philosophers 
and religious teachers from Buddha, Confucius, Mahomed, Christ, 
to tho present day. In like manner, other countries too, 
have their own philosophers. · 

On no account should I fail to make a mention of the 
difficulties I have encountered in the study of my uhilosopher8, 
many of whom were master minds or Acientific knowledge -
mathematics, physical science, biology, astronomy, economics, 
and so forth. So that to be able to understand their ideas 
thoroughly, presupposes , et least, some knowledge of these 
science,a - which knowledge some of us have neither means nor 
ability to acquire. 

Again some ideas of these philosophers are RO analytically 
deep and profound, so penetrating, that the ordinary man cannot 
easily grasp them; there are some subtle and intricate ideas 
vh1oh require enor~ous mental concentration and energy in order 
to be cooprehended. The ideas of some philosophers are so 
Tague, self-contradictory and self-discrepant that my mind 
e1mply fails to make head or tail out of them. It 1s some
times necessary to read th9 wr1t1nge of a philosopher three or 
four times before one gets an inkling as to vhat the philosopher 
really means. 

!here 1s, in addition, the difficulty of procuring original 
works or of understanding the language in which these were 
originally written. In the study of foreign nh1losoohcrs, 
therefore, I have depended mostly on English translations. I 
have, of course, taken only so much !rom the ideas of our phil
osophers as would, to my mind, illustrate or illuminate my 
point - the coneeot1on of God. In this disAertation - I must 
not omit to mention - I take Ultimate Reality as synonymous 
V1th God. 

1 
. 

My only consolation is that in this dissertation I haYe 
e1noerel1 and tealously devoted myself to the study of one ot 
the deepest and moat important problema ot hgman nature and 
the universe. 

Johannea':urg. 

lat June, 1945. 

Anton Mutiwakhe Le~bede. 
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CHAP1ER l 

INTRODUCTION 

SOME P~OARTESIAN OONOEPTIONS OF GOD 

11he main 1ntereRt or philosophy 
is God , since the object or philosoph' 
1a reality, and God is the highest reality•. 

-
--- Martinus Vers!eld. 

\ 1 !he criticism of Religion is the 
beginning or all cr1t1o1sm". 

Karl Marx. 

The conception or God is or supreme importance in phil
osophy. Every true system o! philosophy, directly or indirectly, 
starts from , or leads to, God. i\'hile ln the \lrltings of some 
philosophers t he i dea o! God is vaguely expressed or merely 
suggested or only apprehended by inference; in the writings or 
others, the idea or God occupies the central position. 

It seems to me advisable and proper that, by way or intro
duction, I Ahould mnke a few observations concerning some vie~rs 
about the Divine Being, prevalent before and during the time or 
Descartes. 

The Greek conception o! God as stated in, or as can be 
gleaned from, the teechin~s of Greek philosophers, !rom '!hales 
to the Eoio ureana and the Stoics, can be viewed as a reaction 
against, · or as a higher develop~ent above the God-idea of Greek 
mythology. Likewise the God-idea as enunciated or expounded 
by· modern philosophers from Descartes to the present day can 
be regarded as a reaction a gainst, or a higher development above 
the God-idea of Christianity and other allied or oognate re
ligions. 

The gods of Greek mythology were considered by the Greeks 
~o be superior to,and more mighty or powerful, than ordinary 
mortals, but these gods vere endowed with some human qualities 
such as love, hate, joy, anger. This coneent1on o! God vas 
anthropomorphic, th~t is, it conceived the ngture of God in 
terms or human nature. FUrthermore, according to the views 
and the beliefs of these early Greeks, there was a hierarchy or 
galaxy of the gods; and the God Zeus vas, as it ~re, the 
President of them all. These gods, divine though they were, 
made love, entered into treaties and agreements, engaged 1n 
fights, were sometimes involved in quarrels and brawls; they 
committed theftB, adulteries and deceptions. 

Plato, outlining the n~v education !or youth, denouneea 
~h1a low, disreepeotf'ul and disgraceful conception of God. 
•we· shall not praise anyone•, he says, "Who says that Zeus an<1 
Athene were responsible for Psndarus 1 violation of the oaths 
and treaties, or that Th~m1s and Zeus caused strife and diT-
1e1on among the goda•.(lJ 

(1) Republic, Book 11. p.61 (Everyman's Library, 
Lindsay's Translation). 
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The Greek thinkers, in their revolt against this lov idea 
ot God, rejected the conception or a personal god and identified 
God ~1th ultimate Reality or Cause ot all things. 

· To aumt!lar1se briefly the different conoeutions of ult1~ate 
Reality or Cause, ne e~~ounded by early Greek . ph1losophere,\l) 
ve oan tabulata them as !ollovs:-

Name of Ph11oRoDher. 
Hie conception of Ultimate 

Re~l1ty or C~use. 

8. 
9· 
10. 
11. 

Thales (6oc B.C.) 
Annxlcander 
Anaximenes 
Pytbngorae (494 B.c;) 

, Beraole ltus 
i Xenopbanes 

Parmen1:1es 

Empcdoelee ( 41~4 B. c. ) 
.1\naxe.gorns 
Leuc 1P"=JUS ( 420 B. C.)) 
De:t~oeritas ) 

Water. 
Boundless Something. 
Air or Vapour. 
Measure or Number. 
Fir~ and Perpetual Change. 
One God ~ devoid ot all human 

quAl it 1o A. 
One Being - eternal, immutable, 

immoYable, indivisible. 
Love and Hate. 
V.ind. 
Matter (atoms) and ~ot1on. 

/ 

~his 1ntenaive se1cntit1o and ph1locophio s?eculation or 
Greek th1nkera led to the ecept1c1nm of the 5oph1ste under their 
great leader Protagoras, whose motto vas: •¥.an 1s the measure 
of all things•. 

When ~e eome to the Greek philosophers or the later period, 
we experience great difficulty in distinguishing bet~een Socrntes• 
and Plato's conceotions or God, because Plato makes 5ocrates the 
leading speaker in the dialogues. 

In his •Republic•, Plato e&ys Cor course, Socrates ie 
speaking): •nor oan God, sL~ec he 1e good, o~uee all things ae 
most people think. He is responsible ror a few th1ngG tbst herr
~n to men, but for mony he is not, for the good things we enjoJ 
are much rever than the evil. The former we must attribute to 
none else(~~t God, but for evil ~e must !1r.d some other eausee, 
not God~. J At another place in the s~me book, be says: ·G~d 
is elmple and true 1n ~ord and deed, he doee not change himself, 
nor dolude others, either in phantasies or word~ or bJ oend1ng 
signs, whether in va~1ng moments or in dreams•.l3J 

Plato teaebea further that. 1 sinee God is wholly good, he 
cannot be responsible ror bad, disorderly motions in tbe lower 
world ••••••••. though God is good, he 1e not the Good which 
has its own being as the source or the pattern which God fol
lows 1n his oreat1cn of the vorld".(4.) 

Aristotle's idea of God opnnot be stated better then in 
the vords of Rogers: •God is absolute mind w1th no touch or the 
corporeal. H1s is the lite or pure thought that hns no foreign 
content - thought that thinks itaelt. Unmoved himself, he 1s 

( 1) 

{2) 
( 3) 
(4) 

, 
··-

Ro gers: Students History of Philoaophy,po. 9-42, Cha?. l. 
Burnet: Gree~ Ph!loaophJ : !hales to Plato, pp.l7-20l. 
Republic: Book 11: p.6o. 
Republic: Book 11: p.6l~. 
Rogers: Studenta History of Philosophy, p.102. 
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the mover or the un1verse,not as an active agent, but as the 
final end or al~ the ideal towards which the whole creation 
110na by an inner necessity ••••.•• God is ,spir._!t without bodyi 
alnd vlthout sense, pure activit1 without action or desire•. ( ) 

It 1a thus plain that, in the opinion or Aristotle, God 
leads a secluded, self-centred life away and remote from the 
cosmos whose evolution ia due to its longing for God - the 
far-off perfect divine being. This doctrine resembles what 1a 
known in philosophy as Deism. 

fhe stoic school or thought identified God with Nature or 
the universe. Their view a ·~ut God was pantheistic. They 
maintained that God is i~rnanent in the universe and that 
•reality is an organic whole and intimate combination or form 
and matter, soul and body, through which one universal life 
pulsates. (This connected whole is called indifferently God 
or Hature 11 • 2) . . 

fhe Hebrews held that Jehova was their own tribal God who 
jealously demanded full and undivided devotion from them. This 
God, while favouring the Hebrews and stretching his protecting 
and blessing hand over them, was, at the same time, hostile to 
other tribes who '-rere the foes nnd enemies of the Hebrews, and 
He thus assisted the Hebrevs to triumph and achieve victory 
over those hostile tribes. This is the !amous ~God o! Ierael 1 

or 1 God o! Abraham, Isaak and Jacob~. 

Christ extended and broadened the Hebraist1o conception 
ot God. He taught that God is the loving Father or all indiv
iduals, peoples, and nations. He commanded his disciples to 
preach the Kingdom of God even to the uttermost ends o! the 
earth; anyone vho renents will be eaved. He taught his dis
ciples to pray and say: "Our Father which art 1n heaven •••. 8 .(3) 
God is love and creator of the universe. He oares for all 
creatures even the smallest. The human beings who disobey His 

/

. commandments are punished severely in hell. Christ derinas 
God thus: WGod is a a~ir~nd t~ay that Yorship Hi~ must wor-
ship Him in spirit and in th~.(~J God exists in three per-
sons: Father, ~on and the Holy Ghost. 

From the above it is clear that the Christian idea of God 
is mainly nnthropomorphic. God is conceived as a person. Leon<5) 
points out that Christian theology was greatly influenced by 
the tea~ing of Plato. 

Mohummed reJects the doctrine or the holy trinity. He 
emphasises that God is one and that God is "compassionate, . 
mero1tul•. 1 Pra1~e be to God, ~aker or heaven and or the earth, 
vho employeth the Angels as envoys, with pairs or wings, two, 
three, nnd !our. Ee addeth to h1s creatures what He will; truly 
Go~ hath pover tor all tblngs •••••••• He 1s the Might7, the 
Viae".(6) 

This abridged, eursor1 surTey, vlll, I hope, serve as a 
background to our main study vh1ch is the subject or this tbes1e 
and which ve shall now taokle ln our next chapter as vell as 
in the subsequent ,ones. 

(ll Rogers: Students 1 History or Philosophy, p.109. 
(2 Rogers: Student• 1 History ot Philosophy, p.l39· 
(( 3 St. c!atthev 6 : 9· 
4 St. John 4 : 24. 

(( ~)) Plato: !ln. 117 & 14-o. 
o Koran: Sura XXXV. p.28') \rtodwell 1a '1'ranalat1on). 

· ~ 
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C H A P T i: R ll 

GOD AS A PERFEC'l' SPIRITUAL BEING 

•I conceive God as actually infinite; 
so that nothing can be added to His 
per!e et ion '1• 

- Descartes. 

•supreme over all the ~inite or limited 
spirits, he (Descartes) teaches, and 
over all the bodies, is an 1nt1n1te and 
pe~ect sp1r1t, God"· 

-Calkins. 

Rene Descartes (1596- 1650) is considered to be the founder 
or pioneer of modern philosophy. 

Will1aru Temple, then Archbishop of York:, referring to 
Descartes, exPressea hi~self as follows: 1 If I were asked whnt 
was the most disastrous moment in the history of Europe, I should 
be strongly tempted to answer that 1t was that period of leisure 
when Rene Descartes, having no claims tp ~eet, remained tor a 
whole day 'shut up alone 1n a stove•v. ll) 

Hegel, paying tribute to Descartes, says: Rln philosophy 
Descartes struck out en a quite 9~y'g1nal line; with h1~ tho 
new epoch 1n philo~ophy beg1nn~.\ 

In disoua~ing Desc~rtes 1 conception of God, we should 
keep in mind the !act that Descartes was born and brought up 1n 
Christian £urope, so that the Christian idea of God, as briefly 
summarised 1~the last Chapter, directly or indirectly influenced . 
his idea o~ GOd. 

. ~artes was a ~rofi~ent st11dent o_!)!-athematios. He held, 
aoneequently, that all true "Knowledge- in sc1enee and P-9~_loaophy 
8Ursr'be-'ba·s-e-d- on- 1nd1aputabryorear- an-crd-r-st·inctn:i1oms _ or 
truisms, as it 1s, for - instance, the case ln-neometry. He 
adopted 1 Cl-el1rrie_sJL .and __ d_1e_t1nctness 11 as his c:-1terion for truth; 
1_!! -h1s own vords his rule waa - - 14 rievt:_r_t-~ ~9c~pJ~ anyth1ng for true 
whrofi I d1d not oleA.rly_)mow~to-_oo-_e _uchM.\3J He then atte..mpted 
to-~p_p y 'fhiseriferion to knowle«!_ge derived from the senses 
and discovered that this tyne of Knowledge eouia-not be perceived 
clearly -and -distinctly according-· to the criterion. This know-
ledge ___ vsa._alwayJC !!!Ofe _ or_l~ss_Qpe_n _t_cu:lpubt. Descartes, at 
this jun_oJ;_ure • .J!_t_~.rted doubting the existence or materral obJeots 
an~ the validity o!_pereeptual_knowledge. - ---- --

It_the_n,_ t}le e_~1s_!!!lo~ an~ n~tu~e _ o!..~he materi~l world is 
enYelo~ed 1n a nebulo ~s mist at doubt, 1~ the materi~Qjects 
oannot be ol~arly -~l.l!i-.!1f_s_tJ .. rict~Iy:_perce1vecr:a.na_ctQ..n""illV~~- what 
1s it then (1n _..Ehe_l!E1v~se 2._l!h1cl'!~b~Y.ond_Aq_~bt, w.t,!),Qh __ elln 
be percefvea-and conee1Yed; olearly and distinctly? Descartes 
answe~tt ~hi !!_:_q_a~st ion_ 1n __ th1e _manner:. !he- only-thing sure is Q_: .... L. 

(l) Nature, ~an and God. (Gifford Leoturee 1934) Lecture 1V.p.57· 
(2) History of Philosophy, Vol. 111. p.22). 
( 3) Discourse on 1~ethod l Veltch' s Translation) p.15 • 

. a 
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that I am; even 1f I am doubting everything yet it is 1 ! 1 vho 
is doubting. But vhat is this 1 1 1 1 The •Id is a thinking sub
stance. The essence or my •I• is that I think, for even when I 
am doubting, I am thinking. In other words, the MIM is self
consciousness. ~I am - I exist, this 1s eerta1n 1 he says 
• ••••• I am conscious that I exist •••.••• But vhat then am I7 
A thinking thing, it has been said. But vhat ie a thinking 

\ thing? It is a thing that doubts, underetande (conceives), ( l) 
affirms, denies, w1lla,refuses, that imagines also and peroeiveeu. 
This line or thought finally brought Descartes to his world

_: tamous conclusion: 1 Cogito ergo cum 11 • 'l'hft_exlstence of the m1nd 
is beyond doubt and the m1nd_is the sta~ing point o! . all spec-

" u~J1fri end~ the.._onli-Sare, __ certain_and_ r_e_lfable __ gufdetor 
, penetrating the mysterious universe around-us. --------

~ In sorgt1n1~g and anal~eing_the-m1nd more ~eeply, Descartes 
round that 1t possessed certain innate ideas - inborn ideas, vhioh 
could nornave- be-e'O-aoquired- emPirically, that ie ,_ J;hl:'_ough. exper-
1en~e_._-_ _ O.ne_o.f __ t.hese-_.1nnat·e=·ideae--1s that · or ·a: being llho ie 
eternal, 1nfin1te, 1rn~utable, independent, omniscient, omnipotent, 
and all-t~iBe and all-good. In otherworda we -possestt an· innate 
idia=&-r- U.od.- ':i'hore- crra- we get this idea of God? Surely an 
idea or a perfect and infinite being is too great to have origin
ated fro~ our own nature, seeing that our naturo 1s imperfect and 
finite. ~How oould I knov~ Desoartee asks, ~That I doubt, 
desire, or that some thing 1s wanting 1n me, and that I am wholly 
perfcot. If I possessed no idea of a being more perfect than 
m1se1r in o0inpar!eon-·o-r--vh1clf-r K'nev· the-·de1'1c 1enc·y of my nai:!:l-te; 
l __ am a thinking being and possess 1n ·myeelr __ an 1dea- of God 11 .\2} 
DesC.a~1!elrth:en::argues.:..tnat- God - Himse'lf must have implanted this 
idea of Himself 1n our minds. •God at my creation ioplanted this 
iaea-fnme- t fiit - it -mi ght serve, ( ~11t were, for the mark of the 
workman impressed on his work•. J 

Contra!t1ng h1s imperfect self vith the perfeot God, 
Desoarteo says: 11 1·/hen I make myself the cbJeot of reflection, 
I not only- f1nd -that I am an incomplete (imperfect) and Qependent 
being; and one ~b~ __ l;l_!lC::~a1ngly-as_pfrea· a~-~~r somet~_l!_lg - b.e.t~er 
and-greater tnan ne rs, cu~-at -tne same t1m~am assured that He 
upon whom_I_am_dependent, posoeeses 1n himself all the goods 
after which I nepire (nnd the idea or which I find 1n ~Y m1nd) 
and that not only infinitely nnd potenta~lly, but 1nf1n1tely 
and_aetually and that He is thus God 11 .{ J --

In.....tb1s- vay_.Deseartes. attempts- to prove and establish the 
existence of God !rom the innate idea which he has of God as a 
perraot ... being. ---

~~hen h1s arguments, Descartes res9r~~ to the well
known ontological argument tor God's existence. God is pertect; 
bq_t_i:.be.Ing:xho::-1Jt: !H-eged -to-be-o~rf~~~a:rrct-ye"'t·-ao es not e x1 at , 
is not perfect at_~1!1 :t>eea~s~_e:~ ... lste~.Q.C!.~~E! - ~-iCeJ:.fi~ gu4.*rioi'i0f 
Rif._fect"10]l';-::.s ci~.:to _be _ per!ect_ a being must have existence amo~st 
hie other ._.qual1t!ea or perfection. Henoe God as a perteot being 
•ast exist. 

DeeoarteB -~gues_ t~rther- this time employing the causal 
argu~ent _~ that God 1s _the cause of eTeryth1ng 1n the ~~lverse. 
He is the first eause. ___ But _ ~e (God) Him~elf was not caused as 
He 1s a eeftcei:rs_f~nt _cause. Callr~ins gives the gist of this 
argu~nt 1n these vords: - •I -knov that I ex1st and that I am a 

(1) l-~ed1tat1ons (Ve1toh 1 1'l Translation) V.ed1tat1on ll..pp.~g-~9. 
(2) Meditation 111. p. 105. 
(3) Meditation 111. p. 109. 
(4-) l-ted1tat1on 111. p. 110. 



finite, incorporeal be 1ng, poe sessed of the idea of God an 
1nf1nite and perfeot being. Bat both I myae1!_and _my idea or 
God must have beeo __ eau~ed by a being _eapable or creating and 
preseft'TfUCme;arld the idea of God within._ me-;-- "And" only an 
1ntlni_t~d perfect tie!llg cail0e--n!e·-·rearor- ult1mate cause of 
~-=<?J_thi~ 1dea of God. Therefore suoh an infinite being, 
God, exists •. ~ l) _, ...-..;.... ---

The point which Descartes emphasises in this argument is 
th&t the cause of every finite being, is an infinite being and 
at the same time this cause is a conserving oause, that is to sa1, 
it continues while its effect continues. !!....J.J>_I}_g_ ~s- ~-~--fin,.te 
beings con~inue< ,to .!'x1st, _God also, _who 1s .. our- eause, -- continues 
~o exist. _. The cause muat have at least as much reality as its 
eff~ot '13 but i t -m8-y-have·- more - as ,- --ror- !nst anoe ,-- in- the- case of 
~ ut God Hi!llself is a substance which stang_s __ in need of 
no other-thing in order to e.xist . .. ·· 1 By th_e.name, God, I unde~ 
stand a substance infinite (eternal, immutable) independent, all
knowing, all-powerful and by which l ~yself and every other thing 
that exists ..•••..• were createdw.{2) 'There must at least be 
as much reality in the efficient and total cause as 1n 1ts effect; 
for whence can the effeot draw its reality, if not from ita 
cause? Ana how could the cause communicate to it this reality 
unless it possessed it in itself? •••••••. The more perfect in 
other words, that which contains in 1tself more reality cannot 
be the effect of the less _ p~~fect•. (3) 'What is, cannot be 
produced by what is not.• \4) 

Descartes believes that his de~nstratlon of the nature and 
the existence of God giveo us a olear and distinct conception of 
God - in accordance with hie criterion for truth, namely clear
ness and distinctness. 

fhs God of Descartes, however, is not a personal god or 
anthr-opomorphic god - as ~e find, for instance in Christian theo
logy. VGod is not corporeal and does not(perceive by means of 
the senses as ~e do or will evil or sinw.(5) "The Nature ot God 
1s immense, incomprehensible, infinite•. 6) · 

·we may now summarise Descartes' conception of God. God is 
an existing, creative, spiritual being,who posaee~all perfections 
- infinite, eternal, immutao e, independent, omniscient, omni-
potent, all-good and all-wise. --· 

Descartes' arguments for establishing the existence of God 
are not unassailable. One may ask: Does the mere presence of 
an idea in our minds necessarily signify that a being to whom 
the idea as a quality refers, actually exists? 

The oausnl argument is · a serious breaoh of logio, tor a 
self-existent cause or self-causing causo is logically · inoon-

. oeivable Logio demands that even God Himself m~ve a 
cauee.ll} ~ho is the cause of God? Kant later showed that the 

--idea ot causation leads to an antinomy of reason as we ahnll 
eee 1n Chapter Vll; Bradley and Taylor have also recently pointed 
out that causation leads to the puzzle of indefinite regress. 

Descartes maintains that ve are able to oon~e1ve God clearly 
and distinctly but history or religion and God-idea shows that 
ve are not able to do so. Moreover, hov does Descartes think 

Persistent Problems of Philosoph7, p.27. 
Meditation 111. p.l04. 
Meditation 111. p.lOO. 
Meditation 111. c.lOO. 
Pr1nc1nlee of Philosophy (Veitch's translation ) p. 174. 
Princ 1ple :cnn. o 
Meaitat1on lV. p. 113. 
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that we, ,finite and_impe.rfeet_a! we ue_f__ Oa!L~PP.~hend __ or 0011-
prehend that whie_U_a_in!1n1te _anq __ P~:t"J~ot? 

If God alone is perfect and we are imperfect; and if He 11 
infinite end we, finite, does that mean that we are doomed to 
perpetual imperreotimand finitude? I! so, what is then the 
Yalue and meaning of our aspiring to, and yearning for, perfection? 
Is human progress in science, art, and morals, meaningless and 
Yalueless7 

Descartes• reasoning is not free from self-eontradiot1ons. 
In one passage he tells us that God is 1 ineomprehena1ble~ and 
yet in another he enumerates tba qualities o! God, for instance 
that God is Mnot corporealM, 1a creative, and does not perceive 
b7 me~ns o! the senses,and so on. 

I 

Pascal, a contemporary of Descartes, teaches that God is 
incomprehensible and cannot be known by us. ~If there is a God, 
he is infinitely 1noomprehena1ble, since having neither parts 
nor limits,, ha has no relation to us. We( are therefore incapable 
of knowing what he 11 or even that he !a.• lJ 

- (1) Webb: Pasoalrs Philosophy o! Religion. Chap.V. p.51. 
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0 H A P 1 E B lll 

GOD AS Al'f ALL-INCLUSIVE SUBS! .aJ~CE AND 
AS ONE WITH NATURE OR THE Uh~VERS& 

•Per substant1am 1ntelligo id quod 1n 
se est et per ae oonoip1tur.• 

Sp1noza. 

1 Gott 1a die Natur.• 

-Gebhardt. 

/ 

Descartes, as we have seen, left the universe divided 1nto 
thrze ·rooeely rel_at~g- ~nt 1t.1es_1~ .J.Ung, _. _God,~"matter;- - ..,.and 1n 
the vort'l"s- o:r·wn.J: iam Temole: Spinot.a could not be satisfied 
w1th the three distinct &nd very loosely related entities which 
constituted the foci of Descartes' thou~ht. He took that which 
vas always the bond of ~ity - God - and trea~t~others as 
modes '·or -1ts' be1n·g. 1 llJ . - - _,_ - · / 

-Hegel regards Sp1no~a as a disciple or successor of 
Descartes: ' Benedict Sp1noza a direct successor to this phil
osopher (Descartes} ••••••• and one who c~rried the Cartesian 
principle to 1t e logical conclusion.• (2) Sp1noza was horn 1n 
1632 and he died in 1677. 

Descartes had described God as a substance - infinite, 
eternal, i mm utable, independent, omniscient and omnipotent. 
Sp1noza starts from, and develops, th1s idea o! substance. 

God is the first and only cause o! all that there is. 

I 
'God is the effecting cause of all things which can be perceived 

· by infinite intellect.• (3) But God himself is not nn effect 
or .a prior cause. He ls a self-causing cause. •aod is the 
cause thfough himself \4} •••••• and is absolutely the first . 
cause. 1 5 ~ (;.:.~1 ' 

- · "'-1 
· - God is an infinite substance. 1 By substance I underatn.nd(-6 ) 

that which is in itself and ls conceived by means of itselr.M 
God I understand to be a being absolutely infinite, that is, a 
substance consisting or infinite attrip4tes each of which ex
presses eternal and infinite essence.• f) -

1 ,,.../ Splnoza then goes on to point out that God is one with ( 
•' ( nature or the universe, and He includes all reality or all tha~ 

there is. ·~hatever 1s,(i~ in God and nothing can exist or be 
oonvelved without God. 1 g) 

The one substance -God - has two infinite and eternal 
attributes, nncely, thought and extension, or 1n other words, 
a1nd and matter. , 'Thus the one substance - God - vhose 

Nature, M&n &nd God. Leeture 111. pp. 6g - 69 
Hiatory of Philosophy. Vol. 111. p.252. 
Sp1nota : Ethics. p. 15. Corollary 1. 
Sp1nota : Ethics. p. 15. Corollary 11. 
Spino~a : Ethics. p. 15. Corollary 111. 
Spinota : Eth1oe. p. 1. Definition 111. 
Ibid. Def1n. lV. p.l. 
Ibid. Prop. XV. p.ll. 
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attributes are infinite• says femple, commenting on Spinozai 1a 
known to us under two attributes, thought and extension.• { ) 

But what should we understand by attribute? 1By attribute 
I understand that which the mind peroe1ves aa constituting the 
essence of eubstance.M (2) The two attr1batea of God- mind 
and matter - are not in conflict with each other but each ex
presses the whole natura of God. By foousaing our attention on 
mind alone, or on matter alone, we must necessarily be led to 
the same end, namely, Rubstance or God. 

1he individual objects and things suoh as myself, a tree, 
a horse, a stone, a dog, my particular thought at this moment, 
are all modes or the modifications or the aubetanee. •By mode 
I understand the modifications of a substance that which is 1n 
som~thing else through which it may be conceived.~(}) MPartio
ular things are nothing else than modlfic~tiona or attributes 
or God or modes by which attr1but~' of God are expressed in a 
oerta1n and determined manner.• (~) The substance is not a mere 
sum of the modes but the latter are the manifestations o! the 
substance and receive their reality from it. · 

God 1a absolutely tree, 1n that He is not moved to action 
by any ·external force, or law but acts wholly and entirely out 
of the necessity o! His own nature. 0God ap~' merely according 
~o h1s own lava and 1s oompelled by none.• ~?J 

5p1noza categorically rejeots the idea of an anthropomorphic 
God. God 1s not a person and is devoid or ell human qualities. 
He cannot vill, think, or !eel. 1 We cannot ascribe to God will 
or intellect at all in the human meaning of tho word. There 
aro some who think God to be like man in mind and body, and liable 
to all passions ..••• by body~ understand a certain quantity 1n 
length, breadth and depth with a certain shape, and what could 
be more aba~r~ than to say this of God, a being abnolutely 
1nf1nite?M {b) ep1noza 1 s God cannot feel pleasure nnd delight 
at our prayers and worship, nor can He feel angry and ful1of 
vrath at our sins and transgressions. 

Spinota teaches that God is immanent in tho cosmos or in 
nature. This view o! God differs !rom that o! Ariatotle ~hoi 
considered God to be transoende~t ,_ ou.ts_ig_a_an_g__b_e-I_o...!:lA .l.e_e universe, 
and who explained teleology 1n nature as due to the long ng of 
the world for God, whose perfect ion, remote though 1t be, a~.t~s 
the world towards Hlm. Splnoza, says that there is no purpose 
1n nature, and no free will among human beings. Everyth'1ng 1n 

--contingent; only God is tree and absolutely independent. Every
thing is or oocurs according to tne necessity of the divine 
nature.•All things are determined by the necessity p! divine 
nature for exioting and working in a certain way.• ~7) •God ~a 
the indwelling and not the transient cause of all things.• (g) 
8p1noza was a pantheist and necessitarian. 

~ ,--. 

Spinoza 1 a conception of God ean be concisely and succinctly 
stated 1n h1a own words: •rn these propositions I have expl~ined 
the natare and properties or God: that he necessarily exists: 
that he is one alone: that he exists and nota merely !rom the 
neoeaat~own natare: that ho is tree cause o! all things 

Nature, Man and God. p. 69. 
S?inoza: Ethics. Definition lY. p.l. 
Ibid. Definition V. p.l. 
Ibid. Corollary. P.21. 
Spinoza: Ethics. Prop. XVll. p.15. 
Sp1noza: Ethios. Proo. XV. p.ll. 
Ibid. Prop. XXlX. p.23. 
Ibid. Prop. XVlll. ~.18. 

' 
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and in what manner: that e1Lt.h.1ngs--a~1n___{Jod ~.pen<Lupon him; 
that without him they could neither exist nor-oe-conoeived: &nd 
finally,that all things were predetermined by God, not through 
his free(of good will but through his absolute nature or infinite 
power.• ~ dGod is a being of whom all or infinite attributes 
are predicatedt>Qf -which attributes everyone 1a 1nf1nit ely perfect 
1n its kind. • ~) 

There are numerous difficulties _in Sp1no~a 1 a conception of 
God. If everything is in God and God manifests himself 1n 
everything, then- evenev11, -pain and !11th are 1n God; but how can 
auoh a God be said to be perfect? 

Spimo%a teaches that mind and matter are eternal and infin
ite attributes of God. But the Biological Science (Darwin's 
Evolution Theory) has shown that the mind 1e the latest arrival 
in Natura, and has evolved from the inorganic world. 

Like Descartes, Sp1no~a fails to account !or the intense 
etriv~n~t.--the......tlni tes __ towards higher and_higher forms or per-
fection, more epecifloally, tor human progress. ·- -

Spinota' a ethical teaching is to the e!!eot that every event 
is predetermined, or follows neceeaar1ly !rom the nature ot God. 
We cannot prevent or forestall \>rhat must happen. Our task is 
merely to know the truth and to accept it. But this is obviously 
inadequate. ~e do not in fact only want to know the truth and 
aocept it, but in addition we want to change it, to modify 1t, 
to utilise it and make 1t serve our purposes. Life is dynamic. 

As far eo religion is concerned, Splnoza teaches that true_ 
vQrsh_1lL-to_ G:.o.d must be 1ntell ectua I and not emotional. --The intel
lectual love by which we love God is the same love by vh1ch God 
loves Himself, But this cannot satisfy the majority or peoQle 
whose approach to t he Supreme Be"fng is preponderately emot1ons.l. 

, Can the emot-ion be--e·radroat-ea.- in- hulniln "nature? - · 

Hegel is or opinion that Sp1noza 1 e greatest contribution to 
philosophy is that he (Splnoza) conceived the cosmos as a unity 
1n diversity or identity in dif!erences."To be a follower of 
8p1noza• Heg~l concludes, 1 Is the essential commencement of all 
Philosophy~.t3) Spinoza 1s system ot philosophy 1e reminiscent 
of that of the Stoles. 

Spino~a's philosophy exercised great influence on many sub
sequent thinkerg and poets. Lessing is convinced that •es ~ibt 
kein andere philosophie ale die philosophie dee Splno~a•. In 
der Eth1k Soino~as• says Goethe, ~fund 1ch eine Beruhlgung 
melner Leidenschoften.• 

'1'l;le doctrine of the immanence of God in Nature (pantheism) 
has a very fascinating appeal to some minds, like for ~nstance, 
Wordsworth, who ea1s: 

(1) 
(2) 
( 3) 

•1 have learned 
To look on Hatu·re not as 1n the b.ot;r 
Of thoughtless youth : but hearing oftentimes ,·· 
The et1ll, sad musio of humanity, 
Nor b.uah, nor grating though of ample power 
To chasten and subdue. And I h~ve felt 
A presence that disturbs me vith the joy 
Of elevated thoughts; a sense sublime 

Spino~a : Eth1os 
Snir.ota: Treatise on God. (Wolf's Trans.) p.21. 
History of Philosophy. Vol. 111. p.257• 



•ot something t~r more deeply interfused, 
Whose dwell ing is the light o! setting suns 
And the round ocean and the living air, 
And the blue sky, and in the mind of man 
A motion a nd a ep1r1t that impels 
All think ing th i ngs, all objects of all thought, 
.A.nd rolls through all things. 1 

I 
- l. 
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AND '1'HE 
1-!0N.AD!l 

SOURO£ 

1 It is evident that eTen by supposing the 
vorld to be eternal, we cannot escape the 
ultimate extra-mundane Reason ot things.• 

- Leibnb. 
1 !he unity ot monads haa its eouroe in God.' 

Rogers. 

One or the most difficult problems in philosophy is hov to 
explain the relation o! mind (thought} and matter (extension). 
Descartes' atte~pt to vork out this explanation was not satis
factory or convincing. 

In the opinion ot Spinota, the only solution ot this problem, 
Vas to holG that mind and matter are not 1ntr1ns1cally op~osed 
to each other, !or they are attributes of the same substance. 

Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibni% (1646- 1716) suggested another 
solution ot this challenging and defying problem. He thought 
that by doing away with matter as extension, and replacing 1t 
by matter as force, and as thus fundamentally spiritual, the 
Problem would be solved. 

r~e philosophJ of Leibniz centreo round his th~~t-monads, 
•ocorqing_~o-~hl~h the whole universe e~ resolved or broken 
df>\m to s im~le_s_ubstane_fHt ___ c~ monads, and these cnn combine 
~.!L'(_actoJ~.s va;ts to foi'!ll cornpoundsor- bo-ctles. What we call 
matter is merely a group of monads. ~nd or a91r1t is also a 
monad. All monads are characterised by their ability to otter 
~ance and. by internal force and not by extension and pas
aiv1ty. ' ','ihat -we call matter" says Rogers, ~is a host ot un
extended eentree ot force whose act1v1ty is at the bottom ••.• 
SPiritual or perceptual activity. 11 (1) From hls theory or monads 
Lelbniz is able to establish the existence ot God and to enun-
Oiate his conception ot the Divine Being. -

What are monads? 'The monad 1 , Leibniz states, • •••••• is 
nothing but a simple substance which ente~~ into compounds, 
timple, that is to say, without parts. 11 l2J 

A monad, having no parta cannot begin and perish gradually 
or bit by bit, but begins and ends suddenly. 11 Thua it may be 
1&1d that monads can only begin and end all at once, that is to 
•a:, they can only begin by creation and end by annih~lation 
lfhereaa what is compound begins or ends by parts. '' < 3) 

Monads cannot influence each other or in any vay oommunloate 
With one another tor they are windowless. 1 Y.onads have no 
Windows by which anything can come 1n or go out.• (4) 

(1) 
( 2) 

( 3) 
( 4) 

Rogers: Students' Hi~tor~ of Philosophy. p. 2~0. 
Leibniz: Monadology 1n The Philosophical ~r1t1ngs ot 

· Leibniz.• (~veryman's Library). 
Ibid. P·3· Par.6. P·3· r~r.l. 
Leibnh: l-:onadology. P·3· Par.?. 
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'fhe act 1v1ty of, or the change 1n the monad is not brought 
about by any external cause but originates from the inner life 
ot the monad itself. • •••••• the natural changes of monads 
co~e from an inner ~r1nciple, since an external cause would be 
unable to 1nfluenoe their inner being.• (l) 

But among monads there operates the ~~diple or ~re-estab
~~eheLharmony, so that although each monad acts purely from the 
inner piinCTple of its own life, and is not influenced by other 
monads, yet all monads net in concert end harmony together as if 
they actually influence one another. Pre-established harmony 
determines that, if one m0nad performs a particulnr aotion, another 
monad must perform a corresponding action. 1h1s is what happens 
between mind and body and between two or more individuals, 
animals or things. "these principles provide me with a way of 
explaining naturally the union or rather the confor~ity or the 
soul •and the organio body. rhe soul follovs its own laws and 
the body likewise, and they accord by v1f~~e of the harmony pre-
established among all substances ••••• ~ Again, • •••••• 
bodies act as though, per impossible, there were no s ouls: and 
eouls aot as if there were no bodies, and both act aa if eaoh 
influenced the other. • ( 3) . . 

Further a monad represents or mirrors the whole uniTeree 
from ita ( monad 1 a) part -icular point. of view. So that if we t·1ere 
able, and hai sufficient knowledge, ve could analyse a grP.1n of 
sand and find the \'.-hole universe there! •Now this conneotion 
or adaptation or nll created things with each and of each with 
the rest, means tha~ each simple substance has relations which 
express all the others and that consequently it 1s a perpetual 
living ~irror of the universe.• (4) 

nov monad! differ in that some of them represent and mirror 
thv universe core clearly than othe~. The difference, !or 
instance, between my mind and a stone, 1s that my mind mirrors 
the universe ~ore clearly, whereas a stone doeo eo more vaguely, 
faintly, and confusedly; but both my mind ~nd the stone are 
spiritual, soul-llke, substances, or as Hegel puts lt, 1The 
ccnecious ~onnd distinguishes iteelf from the naked (m~terial~ 
monads, by the distinctness of 1t1Lnrtte.s_e:ntii_~(-?}--ori -tliis 

Cfaais, monads rank in ascending order, up to the Supreme ~onad -
God. 

- C~lk1ns (Q tabulates the order of LQibni% 18 monads as 
follows:-

(a) 91mule Monads: These are insentient but perceptive, 1.e. 
able to represent or mirror the universe, e.g. monads that 
make ap matter - stone, iron, tree, etc. 

(b) Snir1ts or sentient soul~: ~eeo fall into two oategories:
(1) ·rnose tho.t are senUent only, e.g. animal mind; (11) Those 
which, 1n addition, are rational and free, e.g. the human 
a1nd. 

(c) The Perfect or auoreme Y.onad, that 1e to sa7, God. 

Leibniz: Mori~dology. p.~. Par.ll. 
Ibid. p. 17. Par. 7g. 
Ibid. p. lg. Par. gl. 
Ibid. p. 13. Par. 56. 
History ot Phllo~ophy. Vol. 111. p. 33g. 
Persistent Problems of Philosophy. p. 9g. 

" . .. 
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The main point then is that God 1e the Creator of all the 
other mone.ds e.nd the 1~aker of the pre-established harmony a!l:ong •' 
them. "Thus God alone 1s the primary un!Ey or o~1g1nal sim?le J'~ 
substance, fro m which all monads •••.•••.• are produced and are ~ .{ 
born so to speak by continual fulguratione or the divinity !rom!.(.,{ 
moment to moment." (l) C 

C"-
And in the words of Hegel: 'God or the Monad or I!!Onade, 

is therefore th~t ~h1oh pre-establishes harmony in the changes ot ~ 
the monads.w (2) The concerted and corresponding action of 
monads is often illustrated by an example of two or more clooke, 
set simultaneously, in eueh a way, as to indicate the same time. 

Leibni~ tries further to demonstrate the existence of God 
by basing his nrgument on the logical principle of sufficient 
reason. Every event must have a sa!f1c1ent cause or explanation 
- why it is and why it is as it is. God is positively the suf
ficient cause or the whole cosmos; for all finite things ~ust 
have one ultimate external cause. · •that is why the ultimate 
reason o! things must lie ( _iQ a necessary substance ••..••• and ,.. . 
this is \h:tt "We call God. 11 3 J "Now s 1nce this substance is a suo/ 
f1oicnt re~son of all, there is only one God and this God 1s 1 

enough. 1 (~) But God himself bas no prior eauae tor He ie 
perfect. • ••.... the Supreme Substance who is unique, universal 
and necessary has nothing beside H1~selt independent p! himself 
••.••..• ~e m u~t be ince.pable of being limited ••• 1 \ 5) 11 \fhenee 
1t !ollovs•, Leibn1t continues, •that God 1s absolutely perfect 
since perfection is nothing b~t magnitude or positive reality, 
1n the strict senee setting aside the limits or bounds in things 
which are 11!n1ted. l1nd there tthere there are no bouu~ that is 
to say in God, perfection is absolutely infinite.• (b) 

Another principle or logic lrhich Le1bnb employe to establish 
the existence of God is that of non-contradiction. What is self
contradictory is not real. Self-contradiction 1B undeniably a 
oharaeteristic of finite, icoerfect, beinge. But as for God, 
a perfect being1 "No contradict ion is involved in the idea or a 
perfect being'' \1) as Calkins expresses it. 

ln order to elucidate the !oll~wing point, we shall have to 
reYert or refer back to the theory or monads. All monads mirror 
the aniverse. Cne difference between the rnatari~l monads and 
the spiritual ~onada or minds ie that the latter in addition to 
eommon qualities, 1 Are also images or the Divinity Himself, or 
the author o! Nature, capable of knowing the eyetem of the 
universe and or imitating something of it by architectonic pat
terns, each mind being as it ~ere, a little divinity in 1ts own 
department •••••• Thie, it is, which renders minds capable of 
entering into a kind of society with God ••••..• the assemblage 
or all c1nde must make up the City of God. • (l!) . 

God then, L~ibn1z concludes, 1• the •}~narch ot the d1T1ne 
City or Minds.• l9) 

Le1bniz: ~onadology. p. 11. Par.47. 
H1atory ot Philosophy. Vol. 111. P• 344. 
Leibn1z: Monadologf• p. 10. Par. 3g. 
Ibid. Par. 39· 
Ibid. Par. 40. 
Ibid. p. 10. Par. 41. 
PerE1nter.t Problems or Philosophy. p. 101. 
Leibni~: Y.onadolcgy. pp. lg - 19. 
Ibid. p. 19. Par. 87. 
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Before God created the universe He had a vide option as to 
different types or worlds He could create, but He preferred to 
create the present world, tor it is the best or all others. 
God works teleologically. 1lt is also evident how God acts not 
onlJ physically but also freely; and hov there lies( 1Q Him not 
onlJ the e!fioient cause but also the final oause.• lJ 

Ill a · nutshell: God 1e a spiritual being - perteot, infinite, 
immutable, omnipotent, omniscient. He is the creator of all 
other monads, in that they emanate from Him - the Supreme Monad. 
He pre-established the hermony in accordance with which all monads 
expreas their inner nature 1n action, and which regulates the 
interaction between monads. God, as a perfect being, is tree 
from 6alf-oontradictory or discrepant elements within Himself. 
He is the su!!1oient reason or cause or the w.hole universe. Last 
but pot least, He is the Monaro.h of the City of Souls. 

1"h1s is an august and sublime conception of God indeed. · 
But it may be pointed out that Le1bn1z 1 s God is a 1 deus ex mach1na 1 , 

a1nce it 1s obvious that He is invented 1n order to explain and 
account tor the existence, nct1v1ty, and interaction ot monads. 

Moreover if the world as we know and experience 1t, 1s the 
beet that God chose to areate - the world full of eutrering, 
misery, sorrow, sin, cruelty, oppression, and exploitation of 
man by man - hov can we regard Him as perfect, all-goad and 
all-wise? 

1"he conception or God as a monarch reveals some vestiges of 
anthropomorphism in the mind ot Le1bn1z. 

Also the doetrine of pre-established harmony is not highly 
convincing and does not eeem to be amply contirced by practical 
and actual observation, and experience, in the •orld or th1ngs, 
men a.t)d events. 

(1) Le1bn1~: Orlginat~on of 'l'hlnga. p. 37· 
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CHAPTER Y 

OOD AS A CREA'!'IVE 3PIRI'r OR MIND 

•All the choir o~ he~ven a~d furniture 
of the earth, 1n a ~ord all those bodies 
which compose the mighty rrame or the 
world, have not any subsistence without 
a mind. • 

-Berkeley. 

8 The world or sensible eigne shows, above 
· all, the constant activity of pervading 
omnipotent spirit•. · 

-Fraser. 

ln this Chapter we ehall e~amine the ideas or George Berkeley 
( 1695- 1753) and try to aecertain his co!'lception of the Supreme 
Being. · Before we deal with relevant aspects or Berkeley's 
system or philo~ophy, 1t appears necessary or desirable and proper 
to point out that Berkeley's philosophy was an attemnt to refute 
materialism and to establish the proposition that ultimate 
"reality 1s rundamentan,. spirltnal.-

rhomaa Hobbes (during the early nart of the 17th century) 
had, like his ancient Greek predecessors, Leuoippus and Demo-

. ~ 

critus, expounded the theory of the materialistic explanation "' 
of tha ~1orld. He taught that the cause of all events whatsoever, 
oan be reduo~d to motion and matter, even the mind itself, is 
caused by motion of brain particles. So that the ultimate rea~ty 
1s ~~motion. ; no __ plaeB for the ~r=s::.o~al._Qod..-
aa unaerstoea~-,- or instance, by theologians. 

Berkeley sets oat to show that all material objects are 
nothing but ideas 1n our ds, and cannot exist unless as per-
oe1vea a m nd. For 88 to what le said of the absolute 
existence or unthinking things vithout any relation to their 
being perceived, that seems perfectly unintelligible. Their esse 
is pereipi, nor is 1t possible they should have any ex1st~n~e, 
out or the m~s or thinking thing~ which perceive them.•\l) 

rhe ideas are intrinsically and naturally passive. But we 
observe the 1deae oo~lng into being, following one another, 
assuming diverse ror~s and shapes, and v~nish1ng away. There 
must therefore be some agent that creates and changes the ideas. 
this agent is spirit or mind. •we perceive a continued succession 
or ideas, some are anew excited, others are changed or totally 
dieapryear. There is therefore some cause of these ideas whereon 
they deuend and whioh produces and chan~ee them. This cannot be 
an1 quality or idea or combination of ideas ••.••.•... It must 
therefore be a substance; but it has been shown that there is 
no corporeal or material substance; it remains therefore that 
the cause of ideas 18 an incorporeal aotiTe substance or spirit. •(2 ) 

· Consequently, the whole universe can be "~ tdeae 
(material objecte or uhenomena) and l'l~da). 11 In the 
last analysis pogeible of all our knowledge we t1nd ouraelTes 
reduced to two elements only ·- phenomena and sp1r1 ta. 11 ( 3) 

(l) Be·: ·kele7: Principles of Hue~an ~nowledp.-e. (The New 
Universal Library). p. 13. Par. 3· 

( 2) Berkele7: Principle a o! Human Knowledge. p.71 P~tr. 26. 
( 3} Ibid. p. 71. Par. 26. 
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The blue hill, the green ~ore~t, the ~loot. ot sheep I am 
staring at Just now, exist because I perceive tham and they are 
thus ideas in my 11ind_. But vhat about the rca.ter1al ob,1eets I 
do not perce 1ve at this moment? Do these exist since 1n order 
to exist a material obJect must be perceived b1 a mind? Yes, 
these do exist, tor they are being perceived by other human 11inda 
or by the all-encompassing mind of God, who is the creator ot 
ideas or sensible things. •sensible things do really exist and 
1! they really ex19t, they are necessarily perceived by an Intinite 
Mind; therefore there is an infinite mind, or God.• ll) 

!he ideas are thus the products, or creatures, ot the mind or 
spirit. We human beings are partly spirits or minds. But we do 
not create or produce the ideas for we often !ind that ideas are 
forced on us, or exist independently of our will. It i~ there
fore ,God who creates the ideas or matter. MWhen 1n broad daylight 
I open my eyes, it is not in my power to choose whether I shall 
see or not, or to determine whst perticuler objects shall pre~ent 
themselves to my view; and so 11kew1se as to ·the hearing and 
other senses, the ideas imprinted on them are not the creatures 
or my will~ There is therefore some other will or spirit that 
produces -them,• (2) and imprints them on my mind. 

From the unquestionable existence or matter, sensible obJects 
or ideas, Berkeley is inevitably led or coerced to postulate the 
existence of God, as the source, an~ fons et origo of ideas. 
1 fhe things by me perceived are known by the understanding and 

· produoed by the will of an in!1n1te spirit.• (3) •There is a 
Mind which affects me every moment with all the sensible 
impressions I peroeive. And from the variety and order and man
ner of these, I conclude the author of them to be wise, powerful, 
and good beyond comprehension.• (4) This is the argument from 
design; charmed and fascinated by the order and the beauty of 
Nature; we come to the conclusion that behind all this there is 
an Architect or Artist - God. •The ideas of sense have a 
etead!ness, order and coherence and are not excited at random 
••..• but in a regular train or series the admirable connection 
vhereof srf!iciently testifies the wisdom and benevolence of its 
Author. 1 5) _ 

Berkeley's arguments for the existence of God and his con
cept ion of J;eity- can be further illustrated by the following 
passage: "'l'o me it is evident •••••• that sensible things oannot l 
exist otherwise than in a mind or ~1rit. ~hence I conclude not 
that they have no real existence but that seeing they depend not 
on my tho ught and have an existence'd1st1nct from being perceived 
by ~e, there must be some other Mind wherein they exist. As sure 
therefore as the sensible vorld really exists, so sure is the~ 
an 1n!in1te omnipresent Spirit who ocntaina and supports it.• ~6) 

God 1s the creator, no~ onl7 of the material world, but aleo · ~ 
or the lesser spirits or _ other cr~ted spirits including human 
beings. · . 

Berkeley's coneeotion of God can now be !uooinotly epitomised. 
God ls a Spirit or !-lind, the Creator o! all that there 1A, namely 
tha 1de~s (m~terial world) and lesser spirits; He is all-wise, 
o~n1potent, benevolent and perfect. 'l'he whole universe exists 
1n ~d through Him. In Him Mye live an~ move and have our being•. 

Berkeley's idea or God vas 
Darwin's theory of evolution. 
•1nd or spirit has evolved from 
matter. So th~t it is not the 
the converse 1s true. 

disproved or overthrown by 
Darwin convincingly showed that 
lower nature and ult~ately,from 
spirit that created matter, but 

( l) 

( 2) 

(Jl 
~ 5~ 
( 6) 

Berkeley: 

Berkeley: 
Berkeley: 
!bB. p. 
Berkeley: 
Berkaley: 

Anew Proof For the ~xiatence of God. (From 
Ahthology or Modern Ph1loecphy by Robinson 

1 
p. )63 

The Principles of Hunan Knowledge. p. 75. PhT. 29. 
A ne~ Proot or the Existence of God. Loo. oit.p.366 

366. 
Principles ot Human Inowle~ge. p. ~1. Par.30. 
A n,w Proo! br th!! Existence of God. Loo.oit.P•., 
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Again to conveive God as an Artist or Architect 1s to 
pictu~e Him in the image of a human being and this is to degrade 
lHm. 

Hegel is or opinion that Berkeley's philosophy was a devel
opment of John Locke 1 e ideas, namely, that the source of truth 
is experieno~ or being as perceived. MThe 1dealis~ in which all 
external reality disap~cars~, he Says, Mha~ OefOre 1t,the Stand
point o! Locke and it proceeds from h1m 11 . • \l J 

Be-___rkjtley reJects materie.l1em, but· concurs v1th Leibnil: 
that the c~smoe ls essentially and rundamentally spi~~· 

The argument rrom design 1s very popular amnng theologians. 
Pooe Pius Xll, addressing sc1ent19ts 1n the Pontifical Academy ot 
Sci'ence: in the Vatican, 1n 194-2, said, inter alla: "The wonder 
of the lnfinitel bi and the in! te , and thii ord~ 
w c one _ _!~ds, reveals 1n the - un-1v:e-rse,-tna- han<L.of God.w(2) 

Many distinguished poets teach us, through their immortal 
works, th~t God speaks to all men thrcugh the data of their 
senses, as or-~ man to another, through spoken words; in other 
words, God manifests Himself to us through the grandeur and 
splendour that we observe 1n Nature around ue; ae witness the 
great Flemish Poet, Guido Gezelle:-

1Als de z1ele luistert 
Spreekt 1et al een taal dat leeft 
1 t liJz1gste gefluister 
Ook een taal en teeken heert, 
Blaren van de boomen 
Xouten met malkaar gezwind, 
Baren 1n de stroomen 
~lappen luide en ~elgezind, 
Wind en vee en wolken 
Vegelen van Gods heiligen voet, 
1alen en vertolken 
•t dlep gedoken woord zoo zoet •••••.• 
Ala de zlele lu1stert.• 

(1) History of Phil. Vol. 111. p. 364. 
(2) Press Report "Umafr1kaM. 
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OH.AP'fli:R Vl 

'filE EXIS1'ENCE OJ' GOD DOUBTED 

1 Hume extended his scept1o1sm to 
the conception and doctrines of 
freedom and necessity, and to the 
proofs of the existence of God.• 

~Hegel. . 

•!here 1a no place 1n hie Philosophy 
tor God.' 

Calkins. 

David Hume (1711 - 1776) employed his penetrating intellect 
to· make a destructively critical survey of some fundamental 
philosophic ideas. / 

· According to his doctrine, the whole universe is reducible, 
into impressions and ideas - both being the perceptions or the 
•1nd. WAll the perceptions or the human mind resolve themselves 
into two distinct kinds which I call impressions and ideas." (1) 

'l'he difference between an impression and an idea is that the 
former is more vivid and forceful 1n th& mind of the perceiver. 
'The difference betwixt these consists 1n the degrees o! force 
and liveliness with which they strike upon the ~ind and make 
their.way 1nto our thought or oonsciousner.s. Those perceptions 
which enter with most force and violence we may name L~pressions 
••••..•.• By iderA I mean the !A1nt images or these 1n th1nkin~ 
and reaeoning.w 2) So that ideas originate from lmpreseiona and 
the latter are, or are equivalent to, what we usually call matter 
or material obJects. We acquire 1mpreee1ons through the senses. 
The source or all ~owledge is thus sensual. ~e oennot assert 
that ve know a thing or that a thing exists unless we perceive it 
or we can perceive 1t by means of our senses. Now we never pos
ess an impression or God, tt-.at is, ve never perceive Him by our 
aensea; we never see Him, hear Him, or touch Him. How can we 
therefore be certain that He exists? Obv1o~ly He does not 
exist. 

We shall recollect that Descartes found the key for the 
apprehension of God and the material universe through hie dis
covering that there is a •self• or "ego• which thinks and doubts. 
Hume flatly denies that there is such a thing. He maintains, 
on the contrary, that there 1s no self or spirit or soul. There 
is no unifying agent or something that remains identical and 
permanent behind the impressions and ideas and v.bich we may call 
a aelr or soul. 

'fhe human mind 1s just like a lighted stage on ~b1oh the 
impressions and ideas, like actors and players, appear, aot or 
play and d1eappear. The mind 1s a kind or a the~tre where 
_several perceptions sucoeseively make their appearance. pass, 

( l) Hume: 

( 2) Hume: 

A Treatise or Hu~n Nature (Everyman's Library). 
Vol. 1. p. 11. 
Ibid. p. 11. 
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re-paee, glide away and mirgle in an 1nrinite variety or 
postures and situations.• I) 

What ve call a mind, soul, or self, 1e merely •a bundle 
or collection of different perception~, which succeed eaoh other 
with an inconceivable rapidity, and are in a perpetual flux and 
•ovement. • ( 2) 

I never experience my "selt• behind the kaleidoscopic 
perce ptions. MFor my part, when I enter most intimately into what 
I oall myaelr I always stumble on some particular perception or 
other of heat or cold or light or shade, love or hatred, pain 
or nl easure. I never oan catch myself at any time without a 
perception and never onn observe anything but a perception.• (3) 
God is generally conceived as a s9lrit. Our own human spirits, 
1t 1s maintained, emanated from God or have their source in Him. 
Nov 'the denial of the existence of the human eoul or eoirit 1e 
fatal to the existence of a B91r1tual God from whom our own 
spirits emanated. 

Sp1no~a conceived God as a substance with two attributes -
spirit a nd matter - and numerous modes. Hume dismisses this 
idea as laughable. ui would rain ask those philosophers, who 
found so much of their reasoning s on the distinction of substance 
and accident and imagine ~e have clear ideaa of each,whether 
the l dea of substance be derived from the impressions of sensation 
or re!leotion? If it be conveyed to us by our senses, I ask, 
which or them and after what manner? It it be perceived by the 
eyes , it must be a colour; if by ears, a sound; 1f by the 
palate, a taste; and so of the other senses. But I believe none 
will assert that substance is either a colour or a sound or a 
taste. The idea of substance must therefore be derived from 
an impres s ion of reflection, ~! it really exists. But the im
pres sions of reflection resolve themselves into our passions and 
emotions; none of which can possibly represent a substance. 
\ie have therefore no idea of substance distinct from that of a 
collection of particular qualities nor have we ~ny other meaning 
when we either talk or reason concerning it.N l~) 

Before and up to the time of Hume, the patent and unassail
able validity of the principle or causation in nature, had been 
assumed without question by scientists and philosophers and 
these believed that the causal relation is a neceesar1 and inex
orable law of Nature. 

Hume rejects the causal relation ao chimerical and fantastic. 
It in a dream to imagine one thing or event can be an effect or 
a cause of another thing or event. We never perceive that power 
or force vh1ch is alleged to be able to bring about an effect 
from a cause. ~e often observe one event invariably followed by 
another and then by this constant conjunction the relation 
aoqulres the force of custom or habit or determination of the 
mind, to pass from one object or event to ite ugual attendant. 
As a result of the faet that ~e have often observed certain 
things happening one after th~other, we jump to the conclusion, 
through custom merely, that one thing 1s the cause or effect of 
the other. In things themselves, however, there is no causal 
necessity. 1 Neceseity, then, is the effect of this observation, 
and is nothing but an internal impression of the mind or a det
ermination to carry our thoughts !roo one objeot to another ••..•• 
!he necessary oonneot1on betwixt causes and effeote ia the 

( 1) 
( 2) 

~ ~~ 

Hums: 
Hume: 
Hume: 
Hume: 

in 'Anthology of Modern Philo~~hy 1 by Robinson. p. 399· 
Ibid. p. 39q. 
Ibid. p. ) 98. 

Treatise of Human Nature. Vol. 1. p. 24. 



foundation of our inference from one to the other. The 
foundation or our inference is the trAnsition arising from the 
accustomed union •••••• •• rrvessity is Aomethlng that exists 1n 
the mind, not in objects• ) eo the causal relation goes. 

rrom causal relation, philosophers, like Descartes had 
deduced the existence of God as the first cause of the CoAmos. 
So if the principle or causation is shAttered then the God or 
Deeca~tes (~ho is the cause of Spirits and Matter) and the God 
of Le1bn1~ (who 1a the cause or monads and their ore-established 
harmony) and the God or Berkeley (~ho is the cause of ideas) must 
!all tumbling to the ground or disappear like a ghost. 11 ••••• The 
necessity of power which unites causes and effects lies in the 
determination or the mind to pass from the one to the other. 
The efficacy or energy of causes is neither placed in the co.uses 
themselves, nor in the Deity, nor 1n the oeeurrence of these two 
prihoiples; but belongs entirely to the soul, which cnnsidera 
the union of two or more obJects 1n all past instances. It is 
here that the real power of cau~2~ is placed along with their 
connection and necessity ••.• • \ J It is crystal clear that in 
Hurne 1 R philosophy, there is no place for God, but a conception 
of God he has, for, if a person doubts or denies the nature or 
the existence of God,that very doubt or denial implies or presup.-
poses, 1n fact, his conception of God • 

. Hume, by his destructive and disruptive ideas, made himself 
the centre of a cyclone of criticism. Supposing our •theatreM 
was illuminated with a green light surely all players and actors 
on 1t would nppear green. The impressions and ideas of ~nioh 
Hume speaks are, as they are, owing to the type of the mine that 
mirrore them. What gunrantee and assurance have we to assert 
that impressions and ideas are in truth and in fact as they appear 
to our type of minds? 

Moreover there must be a possessor or these ideas and 
impressions and there must be unifying and relating agent behind 
them. Otherwise, if they are disconnected, how could they ever 
be related? Hence there must be something identical, continu~l, 
and permanent behind the kaleidoscopic flux of perceptions. 
Othervice how could I be the same person yesterday, today, and 
tomorrow? 

Science vorks on the principle of CflUSe and effect. Without 
determinism there can be no science, as one great scientist h~s 
stated it. So, Hume•s attack on the causal relation end his d1e
creditt1ng of the validity thereof roughly shook the foundations 
of the so1ent1f1c ~~rld. A dar~ cloud of doubt was cast, not 
only over the existence of a divine being, but also over the sub
stantiality and reality of the sweet tru1ts and glaring achieve-
ments or science. 1: 

I! Hume does away with God, ourselves, and science, then 
what are we7 Where nre we? We are left with nothing to rest 
or hold on. This position 1e untenable. Immanual Kant, 
awakened from hie dogmatic slumbers by Hume, accepted Hume 1 s 
challenge. As a matter of faot, to criticise Hume is to 
anticipate Kant. So we had better halt our further cr1t1o1sm 
or Hume and ureh on to our next Chapter on Kant. 

I 

(1) Hume: in •Antholog1 or ~odern PhllosophJM b1 Robinson. P•3g7• 
( 2) Hume: . Ibid. p. 3gg. 
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0 H A P ! E R Vll 

GOD AS BEING BEYOND THE FRONTIERS OR 
LIMITS OF HUMAN KNOWLEOOE 

1 I have, therefore, found it necessary to 
deny knowledge of God, Freedom and 
Imnortality in order to find a place for 
fa1th. 11 

...:..... Kant. 

•Praestet fides eupplementum senauum 
defectui. Quod non capie quod non videa, 
animoea firmat fides, praeter rerum 
ord1nem. • 

- (Old Latin Hymn). 

•we have but faith we cannot knov 
For knowledge is of things we see.• 

-- Tennyson. 

Im~nnuel Kant (1724- l804) is rightly and universally 
recognised as one of the most profound thinkers of modern 
European philosophy. H1.s- influence on later philosophers was 
deep and far-reaching. 

As ve have already observed, Kant was alarmed by the 
teacpi~gs of H~~e which annihilated the ideas of self, causation, 
and the deity. 

Moreover Kant lived during the time when so1enoe waa making 
great forward strides in all spheres. Kant became a keen and 
r.ealous student of science, especially physics and astronomy • 

. He was highly interested 1n the laws of gravitation which had been 
discovered and formulated by Newton. 

At about the same ti~e also, there was a tidal wave of 
french enlightenment which was spreading all over Europe and 

. whioh ~a sponeored by the encyclopedists- Voltaire, Diderot, 
d 1 Alambert, Holback, Monteaquieu , R~seau and others. 

One oharacter1stio feature of the teachings of the ency
clopedist$ vas their fierce attack on religion which they denounced 
and deorled ae a superstition and as an instrument ~ which the bo~ 
geo1s,or privileged well-to-do class, wielded to oppress and 
exploit the poor toiling lower classes. 

The general outlook of the encyclopedists vas materialistic. 
They interpreted the cosmos in t .erms of !118tter and motion as Hob
bes had done before thsm. The following passage fro:z~ Holback 1 s 
1 Systeme de la Nature" is typical. Halbach contraats ~lature and 
Religion as follows: 1 Nature invitee man to love himself inces
santly, to augment the sum of his happiness; relieion orders 
him to love only a formidable God who is worthy or hatred, to 
detest and despise himself and to sacrifice to his terrible idol 
the sweetest and most lawful pleasures. Nature bids man eon~ult 
his reason and take it fer hie guide; religion teache8 him that 
this reason iA corrupted, that it is fa1thleeA, truthless ~uide 
implanted by a treRcheroue god to mislead hiA ereaturee. Nature 
tells =an to seek light, to sc&rch for truth; religion enjoins 
upon him to examine nothing, to rema1n in ignorance. Nature 
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says to man, '0her1eh glory, lsboar to win esteem1 be act1Te, 
courageous, industrious'; religion says to h1m, Be humble, 
abject, pusillanimous, 11ve in retreat, busy thyself in prayer, 
meditation, devout rites, be useless to thyself and do nothing 
tor others'. In addition nature teaches man to avoid doing 
wrong or ev 11, but religion encourag-es or induces to do wrong, 
beoauee after committing the w1~ng man can go to his temple and 
humble himself ~t the feet of his ministers nnd e~iate h18 
misdeeds by a ~erificee, offerings, end prayera.•(l.J ~his was 
indeed A deTHOtating attack on religion and indirectly, on God, 
around whom religion centres. 

Rousseau later differed from the other enoyclopediats by 
teaching that the essential nature of man is not intellect but 
feeling. ~he unity of the self, or the unifying force in the 
eel! is not Rnalytical understP.nding but sentiment or emotion. 
Feel·ing supplies the motive power -..hich is needed for setting 
man at work, to re!Uise himeel! and to remedy things 1n~tead or 
simply orit1ois1ng them. Rousseau's writings exero1aed great 
1ntluence on Kant. 

Kant was aware or the imposing achievements of science 
which yere patent to everyone; he was also aware or those ideas 
Yhioh are deeP-rooted and deeP-seated in the hQ~an soul, namely, 
the ideas of God, Freedom and Immortality. In short, he was 
aware of both science and religion as essential parts of the 
funda mental nature of man. He thus came to the conclusion that 
to reje~t one or other Yae a fatal error. The existence or 
both mu~t be vindiceted - · eaoh in ita own sphere. 

Kant discovered that some of h1A predeceeaors had confused 
religion and science. He wondered hov the error which they 
committed could be avoided. This error ~as that - uHuman reason, 
in one s phere of cognition, is called upon to consider questions, 
which it cannot decline as they are pre~ented by 1ts own nature, 
but ~hich it Qannot answer as they transcend every faculty o! 
the mind. • (2) - . 

The prerequ1oite of philoeophy,there!ore, must consiet 1n 
a preliminary examination of the faculties of the mind itself 
and 1n trying to ascertain its capabilities and potentialities, 
how far it can go, what it can know, what . is within and what 
is beyond its reach; in short, the 11rn1te or cognition. This 
1a -what the 1 Cr1t1que or Pure Reason• sets out to accomplish. 

- . 
Defore Kant could a~oerta1n the faculties or the mind, he 

had to demonstrate that the mind or eel! does exist, and thus 
dismiss nume 1 s doctrine. To do this, he draws attention to 
the fact that impressions do not appear 1n the mind in a die
orderly or hapha:r.ard manner, but appear as 11n1ted, associated, 
and related to one another. What is then the unifying or relating 
agent behind i~pressions and ideas? In other word~, how are 
synthetic judgements a priori possible? There is a self which 
unites or relates impressions and ideas. The necessary and 
universal judgements are due to the synthetic activity of the 
mind. The mind or self or soul, is then that synthesising 
agent behind the impressions and ideas. 

It follows, Xant holds, that the mind, 1n the act ot knowing, 
is · not -passive, like Rume 1 e theatre, but active. }{oreover, in 
the act of knowing, the mind does not merely oopy the objects 

.ot the external world, but it also contributes something or its 
own nature, in the process. The mind has 1ts own inborn 

( 1) Rogers: 
{2) lo.!lt: 

Students' History of Philosophy. p. 364. 
Critique of Pu~e Re~eon. (Everyman'e Librar1, 
Me1keljohn 1s Translation). p. 1. 
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or innate fram~work into whieh the external objeote must fit 
in order to become knowledge. •But though all our knowledge 
begins vith exuerienoe, it by no means follows that all arises 
out or experience. For on the contrary, it 1s quite possible 
that our ern,irlcal knowledge is a compound ot that which we 
receive tbrough impressions and that which the faculty of cog
nition supplies !rom itselt.• ll) 

Consequently we onn never know external nature as it 1s, 
because we only know nature as fitted into the framework of our 
minds, that is, as knowledge. To a man wearing blue speotaolea 
the world would appear blue. It we had a sixth sense, we would 
perceive llhat 1-1e cannot perceive now with our tive senses. 
It we bad no sense of bearing, for inate~ce ve would never be 
aware of the presence of sound in Nature. The reason for our 
fai~ure to perceive sound, would not be that there is no sound 
in nature, but that our ~inds are not fitted to receive and 
peroeive it. Again our minds may be likened to a sieve. Only 
particles of not more than a certain size C3n pass through the 
holes or mesh or n sieve. The particles that pass through may 
be likened to external objects which pass thro~h our senses and 
become our knowledge. Just as there may be larger particles 
which cannot pass through the holes of the eieve,in the same 
way there may be objecto which are, as it were, too large for 
our cognitive faculties. 

Kant calla the objects which are capable of beco~ing our 
knowledge, phenomena, that is, apoearances o! something more real 
or things in the~selves ~h1ch, though lying at the basis of 
phenomena, we CRnnot &P?rehend vith our minds and of which we 
m~st remain intellectually,at any rate, in complete ignorance. 

Our minds prescribe laws to nature. Space and time, for 
instance, are forms of our own mindsk or, ae Kant cnlls them, 
forma or sensibility or intuition. 4ho phenomena must conform 
to the spatial and temporal _structure or our minds in order to 
be perceived by us. Objects themselves outside our minds, are 
timeless and spaceless. They only beoome spatial or temporal 
when they are perceived by our minds. They must conform to the 
structure of the mind whose nature it is to cast everything into 
spatial and temporal relationships before they can become active 
objects of our knowledge. nBy means of the external sense ( a 
property of the mind), we represent to oureelvee objects aa 
without ua, and these all in space •.••..• Space is not a f~~
oeption which has been derived !roo outward experiences.• J 
•Time is nothing else than the torm or the internal sense, that 
is, of the intuitions of self and o! our internal state. for 
time oannot be any determination or outward phenomena.• (3J 

Above the intuition there 1s the understanding where the 
per~epts of the intuition are transformed into pure conceptions 
of the understanding by the ucategor1e1ng" process. Kant makes 
the following table of the categories: 

•or Q.uant it;y 

Unity 
pluralit7 
total1t1 ' 

or Q.ual1ty 

Real1t~ 
negation 
limitation 

( l) Kant: 
( 2) Kant: 
(3) Kant: 

Critique of Pure Reason. p. 25. 
Ibid. p. 43. 
Ibid. p. 49. 
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• Ot Relation 

or inherence and substance (substantia et oco1dena) 
Ot Causality and dependence (cause and effect) 
or oomoun1ty (reciprocity bet~een the agent and patient) 

or J.~odality 

POA!'Iibility 
Existence 
Necessity 

. 
imposs1b111ty 
non-existence 
contingence 

This the; 1s a catalogue of all the originally pure concept1oos 
of the synthesis whicn the understanding contains a pr1ori.Y ll) 
Tha categories are here stated, 1n order to illustrate clearly, 
an~ emphasise strongly one relevant point, namely, that anything 
whibh cannot be categorised can never be knmm by us. In other 
vords, any object which cannot be expressed in terms of time and 
space and in terms or the categories, can never form part of 
ot.tr ls.no .... ledge. The world ae apprehended through space and time 
and thrl")ugh categor1en, is the· world of phenomena and ot science. 
•rt follo~s incontestably, that the pure conceptions of the 
undcretanding arc incap~ble of transcendental, and must always be 
or empirical use alone."(2) 

. I! then we can only know those objeots wh1oh oan assume the 
forms of space and time gnd of the categories, le it not possible 
that some objects exist .,:hich cannot ass..:me such form, or uh1ch 
cannot pass thr:Jugh tbe holes of the sieve, as lt were? '\'hat 

· authority have we to oay that such objects do not exist, merely 
because we cnnnot perceive and conceive them? !s it not pos
sible that beyond or behind the phenomena, there are such objects 
\.'hich we cannot perceive or conceive? Kant maintains thlit 
there is a ~orld or such objects, the world of nou~ena or things
in-themselves, the \-IOrld wh1oh is spaceless and timeless. Is-
this; perhaps, not the world where God is? "The conception of 
a noumenon, that is, of a thing which must be cogitated n:Jt aa 
an object of sense but as a thing in itself 1e not selt
contra.d1ctory, for .,.,e are not entitled to( rn~inta1n that sensibility 
is the only poGsible mode of intuition. Y 3) . · 

Our minds, - and it must be repeated· - are only fitted and 
competent to know phenomena. When we attempt some knowledge 
of the noumena, >-re become hopelessly entangled in a net-''"ork of 
barbed wire entanglements 1n the form or parolog1sms or false 
arguments and antinomies or contradloti~ns; this occurs because 
when ve try to picture the noumenal world we must neoeaaar1ly 
do so 1n terms of space and time nnd categories. That is vhy 
when we try to think or God, for instanoe,we picture Him in 
anthr~pomorph1c terrns, as a human being - as an old man ot nbout 
seventy years or age, with a long beard and mouatache, sitting 
on a throne, able to t~avel from place to place,and to speak, 
movable to anger, Jealousy, or joy, by our actions; an owner or 
a beautiful city - Heaven- alias Jerusalem, surrounded by angels 
and saints ~ho n1n~ for Him royal praises and beautiful songs. 
God, properly speakin~ however, belongs and ie a part of the 
noumenal world. So we can never know P.1m. Hence Hie existence 
can neither be proved nor disproYed by speculative reason or 
logio. •He (Kant) asserts•, says Hegel, •That our(!1n1te 
thought can set forth finite determinations only.• ~) 

(l) 
( 2) 
( '3) 
(4) 

Kant: 
rant: 
Kant: 
Hegel: 

~ritique of Pure Reason. p. 79· 
I;,id. p. 184-. 
Ibid. p. 18~, 
S1story of Ph1losophy • . Vol. 111. p. 429. 
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Iant then proceeds to demolish or refute the three famous 
arguments that had, from time immemorial, been advanced to proYe 
the existence of God~ 

(a) The ontological argument. In my mind ! have an idea of 
Go~, a perfect being. Existence is part of perfection. God 
must therefore e~ist. He is alDo the cauee of the idea of a 
perfect being in me. He must then also exist as the cause of 
thAt icea. Ks.nt disposes of this argument by showing that merely 
to have an idea in the mind 1s not an indubitable assurance th~t 
the object to which the idea purports to refer does actually and 
1n reality exist, outside the mind. 

(b) The cosmological argument. God must exist as the first 
and euff1cient cause or all finite things; for every event must 
have ~ a c ::~ une and there reuat be an ult 1mate ce.uee of nll things. 
Kant points out that the lew of causation is a category of our 
mind and is only a pplicable to phenomena. Hence if we apply the 
lav of causation to God, then God h1meelf must have a or1or cnuse 
of Himself. He himself must be an effect of some cause. So this 
argument breaks down w~en we try to auply it to God. MThe fol
lowing fallacies, for example, are discoverable in this mode ot 
proof: 1. '!'he transcendental prine iple - Everything that is 
contingent must have a cause, a principle without Bignifioanoe 
except in the sensuous world.• (1) 

(c) The phy~ico-theological argument. By this argument 
~e infer the attributes and the existence of an author or the 
world from the constitution of the order Rnd unity obnerv~ble in 
the worl~. Kant regarded thie argument with great respect 
beoau~e, as he said, it was the moat plausible and popular argu
ment for God 1 s existence in theological and some scientific 
o1rclee. The beauty, order, Rnd the unbending laws of Nature, 
point to the sunreme Artist, Author, Creator,. and Lawr;1ver. 
Never~belese, Kant maintains that even this argument does not 
hold water and must consequently go. We attribute to God the 
min~ of an Artist after the analogy of our own humen art1Ats. 
It is anthropomorohio - conceiving God in the image of a person 
or .human being. ~oreover this argument is the causal argument 
in disguise for by it we argue from the work to the worker, from 

· the product to its author, from the effect to its cause. ~This 
proof can at most, therefore, demonetrnte the existence of an 
architect of the world vhose efforts are limited by the oapab-
111t1ee of the material with ~hich he works, but not of a creator 
of the world to whom all things are subject. Thus this argument 
iS utterly ·1nsuffic1ent for the taek before Up- a demonstration 
of the existence of an all-sufficient being.•\2) 

Kant thus banished God from the province of logic, the 
world of phenomena, the realm of· science. Bu~ then he became 
conrronte~ with an avalanche of fierce aueetions. Is there no 
God? Where is He? How oan we account ior the ideas or God, 
Freedom and Im:nortality "1hich lie embedded 1n our reason? What o-r 
our inner and innate longing and yearning for God? Are we then 
to be left m1<Jernbly stranded and marooned - without God, without 
heaven, without any hope for the immortality of our eouls? Kant · 
thought that God could be found somewhere. go he decided to 
leave the 'r•orld of logic 1:1 which God was a mirage and embark on 
a ha~ardous voyage to eeek for God in far-orr uneeen regions. 
In short, saying farewell to the world or logic, Kant set oat to 
eeek tor God in the vorldioonsoienoe and morals. 

Kant: 
Kant: 

Critique of Pure Reason. p. 355· 
Ibid. p. 365. 
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~o make this olear, we shall have to look back and cast a 
fleeting glance at Kant's teaching about the phenomena and 
noumena. The phenomena, as we have already observed, are apoear
ances of noumena or thinge-1n-themaelves. As a phenomenon, an 
object is subject to the principle of determinism or causation; 
bat as a noumenon, the same obJect is tree and CP.n act spontaneous
ly without being determined or influenced by any other object. 
• ••••• every sensuous objeot would possess an empirical character 
~h1ch guaranteed that ita actions, as phenomena, stand in com
plete and harmonious oonneot1on, con!ormably to unvarying natural 
lava ~1th all other pheno~ena, and can be deduced fro~ these, 
aa conditions, and that they do thus, in connection with these 
constitute a seriea · in the order of nature. This sensuous object 
must in the second place, ooseesa an - intelligible character, which 
guarantees it to be the cause of those actions, as phenomena, 
althqugh it is not itself a phenomero~, nor subordinate to the 
conditions of the world of sense." l; 

We,human beings, are also partly phenomenal (body) and 
partly noumenal (soul). The difference between us and other 
phenomena is that .we are co nso1ous of our freedorn of the will, and 
of our me mbership or the noumenal world. •Man•, agys E.E.England, 
1 1s partly a phenomenon, and es euch he forms a part of the system 
of nature. But man also knowA h1m~elf by pure apperception, 
an_d knoYs hl.reeelf to possess the faeult1e~ or the understanding 
and reason. The latter f~culty iB distinct from all e~pirically 
conditioned faculties and as the ~ought• of the moral imperative 
possess n oaueality of its own.• (2) 

The moral obligation or the "ought 1 Kant oalls the categorical 
imperative; by this be means that soft voice of conscience which 
tells us vhe..t is right and t:hat is wrong, at all times and under 
all circum~t~cee. This voice does not say: Do this because 
you ~ill derive pleasure from doing it, or because it is use ful 
and -wi.ll be to your benefit or auvantage. But it simply says: 
Do this because 1t is right, lffiatever the consequences may be 
to yourself. It orders us to do what is right purely out of 
respeot of law cua law. 'The eate[orioal 1xperF-t1ve would be 
that which represents an aotiqn as neoessery of itself without 
reference to another end. 1 (3) NThe words 11 ought' express 
a speoiee of necessity end 1mply a connection with grounds which 
nature does not and cnnnot pre~ent to the mind or man. Under
standing knows nothing in n~ture but that -which is, or has been, 
or will b~. It would be absurd to say th'lt Pnything in nature 
ought to be other than it is 1n the relations of time in which it 
stands; indeed, the ought, ~hen ~e con~1der merely the course or 
nature, has neither application nor meaning.• (~) "······ there 
1e an imperative which com~ds a certAin conduct immediately 
without hev1ng as 1ts condition any otherpurpoee to be attained 
by 1t. ·This im~erative i~ oate~orical. It concernA not the 
matter of the action or its intended re~ult but 1ts form and the 
principle of which it i9 itself a result, and ~hat iR essentially 
good 1n it consists in the oental disposition, let the conse
QUence be what it may. This imperative may be o~lled that of 
Morality. There 1s but one categorical ~perat1ve, namely, this: 
Act only on that m~xim whereby thou oRnet ~t the esme t1me will 
that it should beoome a universal law.~ l5J 

. It ehould be remembered, ho~~ver, that 'the ought' hae no 
meaning anlees what I ought to do I c~n do. The eategorioal 

( 1) 
( 2) 
(3) 
( 4-) 
( 5) 

~ant: Critique of Pure Re~son. p. 320. 
England,E.E.: Kant's Conception of God. pp. 170-171. 
T.l\nt: in "Anthology or X'J~ern ?hUo<!onhy II by Robinson, p. 490. 
Kant: Critique of - Pure Reason. p. 324~ 
Kant: 1n 11 Anthology of ~! odern Ph1loaophy 1 • by Robinson, p. 491. 
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imperative, therefore, imPllea freedom of aotion .- action 1n 
accordance with the dictates of pure moral law; seeing, however, 
that we are partly phenomenal, we cannot 1n this life realise 
this complete freedom of acting strictly 1n conformity with the 
categorical l~perative. Virtue o~nsieta in our moral struggle 
to live according to the moral la~ . Llvlng perfectly accord ing to 
moral law is holinee6. Eut, hu~~n as we are - frail, finite, 
imperfect - ~~ can never achieve holiness. Hence, the soul must 
be immortal in order that it may realise its true end -holiness 
eTen after it has vacated this · mortal !ra~e, the body. Holiness 
1s the summum bonum - the end or goal o! our moral striving. 

wrhe realisation of the au~mum bonum in the world, is the 
necessary object of a .,,ill det~:.rm1nsble by the moral law. But 
1n this will the perfect accordance of the mind with the moral 
law .is the sup~me condition of the summum bonum. This then 
must ' be possible . as well · as its object, since 1t ie contained in 
the command to promote the lntter. Now the perfect accordance 
of the ll'lll with the moral law, is holiness, a perfection of whioh 
no rntional being of the sensible \omrld ls capable at eny moment 
of his existence • . Since, nevertheless, it 1a required as pr~ctio
ally neceeaa ry, it can only be fo~nd in a pragress in infinitum 
towards that perfect aocordance,and on the principle of pure 
practical reason it is necessary to assume such a practical pro
gress as the real object of our wlll. ~Jow this endless progress 
1a only pos~ibla on the supuosit1on of an endless duration of 
the existence and personality of the same rRtional being (which is 
called the immortality of the Aoul). The summum bonum then 
practically ls only possible on the eu~nos1tion or the immortality 
or the soul. Conseouentl1 this immortality being inseparably con
nected with the moral law is a postulate of pure practical reasonll; 

!he ultimate goal of our moral striving is the suremnm bonum 
and this is happiness. We should lead a virtuous life in order 
ultimately, to achieve t~e summum bonum. Virtue must lead to 
happines~. 3ut is virtue always proportional to hsppL~ess? Do 
ve not often see v1rtucus people tolling and sufferin!! l':hlle 
corrupt and wicked people have it nice? It is just for that 
reason, Kant ~rgues, thst God must necessarily exi~t in order to 
al locate or distribute happiness to each individual according and 
proportional to his virtue, if not 1n this world, then in the 
next. ~Happiness proportioned to morality ....... mugt lead to 
th~ euppoe1tion of the existence of a cause adequate to its effect, 
in other words, it must postulate the existence of God ne tbe 
:;tecessary condition of the poaslbility o! the summum bonum. • (2·) 

'I'he supreme cause or Nature whlct1 must be presupposed as e. C')n
d1tion or the summum bonum, is a being ~~1ch is the cnuee of 
nature by intelligence and will, con~ecuently itn euthor, that is, 

I ·: God. It follows that the postulate of the possibility of the 
highest derived good (the best world) is 11kewiAe the postulate 
of the reality of a higtlest original good, that . is to say, of 
the existence o! God." (3) 

• I 

1 '1'he postulntee o! pure practical rea~on are those o! im
mortalityt freedom •.•.••. and the existence of God. The first 
results from the prActically necessary or.ndition of a duration 
adequate to the c~~plete fulfilment of the moral law; the second 
from the neces~ary supposition or independence of the sensible 
world and of the faculty of determining one's will according to 
the· law or 8.n i~telllgible vorld, thAt i~, freedom; the third 
from the necessary condition of the existence of the summuM bonum 

( 1) Kant: 
(2) 1ant: 
( 3) Kant: 

in AnthologY. of Modern Philosophy. P• 495· 
Ibid. p. 496. 
Ibid. p. 497. 
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1n 1ueh an intelligible world by the SUpposition pf)the supreme 
independent eoo<l, t hat is, the existence of God. 11 \l So Kant 
1tated and explained his conception of God. 

But Iant, as an agnostic, argued so convincingly and cogentl7 
against t he knowabil1t y of God in the Critique of Pure Reason, 
that -hen he et t emp ted to describe the deity in his later writings, 
his argume nts ~ere we ak and not very convincing . His critics 
have concent r at ed t~e ir c r i ticism on shoving the untenability or 
the theory of things-in-themselves of the world or noumena. They 
urge that we shoul d seek for God, if any, 1n the phenomenal 
world which is t he only world ~~own to us. Moreover, a god who 
must exist i n or der to distribute happiness according to virtue, 
does not appear to 1:e a perr~ot god. He seems to be a de1.1a ex 
mach i na. 

- \ 
I 

lant as an agnostic, is strongly supported by Herbert 
Spencer in t he l atter's book entitled •First Principles~ (published 
1900) in whi ch Spencer says, inter alia, that the power whieh the 
univers e man1fe ete to us is inscrutable. As an object of con-

. soio usness eve r yt hi ng 1s neces sarilj relative; what a thing may 
be out of c onsc i ousness, no mode of eonsciousneao can tell. 
Ultimate sc ientific ide a s then, ere all representative of realities 
that canno t be comprehended. After no matter how great a progress 
in the coll iga tion of f acts, end establishment of generalisa tions, 
ever wider and wider, truth remains as much beyond reach as ever. 
The re ality existing behind all appearances (God) 1s and must ever 
be unknown. 

Thompson says: •Reason is man's great characteristic and it 
1s a pricel es s treasure; let no one abuse the gift nor undervalue 
the possession. It is not, however, his final nppenl in matters 
pert a ining to hi s spiritual nature; it is concerned chiefly 
with evidence, interpretation and theories; but ·the doctrines 
of Chris tianit y and t he great f F-ots upon which they rest, are 
supernatural and as such, outside of ita domain.• \2) 

Perhaps Kant may agree with the poet: 

•o world invisible, we view thee 
0 world intangible, we touch tbee -
0 world unkno~able, we know thee 
Inapprehensible we clutoh thee.• 

- i'ranois Thompson. 

-

( 1) Iant: in Anthology of l!odern Phlloeophy. P• 49g. 
(2) Theology Old and New: Chap. 1. pp. 16-17. 
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C R A P f ~ R Vlll 

GOD AS A SPIRITUAL ABSOLUTE 

•Daa Wahre 1st dae Ganze.• 

--- Hegel 

•All material determination is 
only spiritual determination 
1n disguise.• 

---McTaggart. 

•?he cosmos and all it contains is 
the creation of God, the material-
1sat1on or his thought unrolling 
1n time and space.• 

--- ·The Abbe Bre~11. 

Aooordlng to !ant's enoch-Making speculation, the world is 
sharply divisible into: (a) The world or phenomena, the world of 
our senses and understanding, the world of science: (b) the 
world or noumena, of things-in-themselves, which is the oause of 
the phenomenal world but is for ever beyond our knowledge; the 
o1ty of God 1s situated in this ~orld of things-in-themselves. 
This dualism of Xant became a target of attack and criticism by 
later philosophers. 

Pichte denied the existence of the noumenal world and 
maintained that ultimate reality or God is .a eel! or ego which is 
an absolute, man1!est1ng itself in lesser selves - man, animals, 
and material objects. All these are parts of a whole which is 
an absolute •r•. Schelling, found himself led to postulate a 
common root for nature and intelligence alike, in which the dif
ferences or the two loee themselves 1n an abstract identity -
a position, to a certain extent, suggesting that of Sp1noza. 
Both Fichte and Schelling reject the theory of things-in-themselves 
and they both suggest a god who is an absolute, manifesting 
himself 1n all things. 

The idea or the Absolute found its clearest and most author
itative exposition in the philosophy of George Wilhelm Hegel 
(1770-lg31) who asserted that the ultimate reality or the universe 
aust be sought in the world or our knowledge - in the world as we 
perceive and conceive it. Daa ab~olute Gute volbringt sich ewig 
1n der Uelt. G~< is to be found not in imaginary or unimaginable 
world of things-in-themselves but in the world of eonorete 
reality. 1The anity of thQught and being •••••• is the fundamen
tal idea of ph1loeophy. 1 \lJ 

Hegel teaches that what 1s real is rational; and that 1s 
rational in which ou~ minds find harmony and no eel!-eontrad1ct1on. 
~he more inconsistent or 8elf-discrepant a thing or event, the 
lee~ rational and real it is. Now everything has its o~nosite. 
Every eff1r~at1ve implies a negative. Anything coming into 
existenoe sooner or later develops within itself its oooosite or 
passes into a state 1n which it reveals the existence of ita 
opoos1te. From the thesis developes the antithesis, but in some 
higher reality, the synthesis, the two contradictories or opoos-
1tes, are rearranged in auoh a way that they do not collide or 

(1) Hegel: His~ory ot Philosophy. Vol. 111. P• 4o9. 
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clash but constitute essential harmonious rnomentB or on~ whole. 
In this way contradiction, self-discrepancy or lneonsiatency 
van 1ahe s away. 

•Being•, for ingtance, is inconceivable vithottt 1 Not-being1 

which is also meaningless without MBeingh. Both these ideas or 
•Being~ and "Hot-beingrt are contradlctori~s and thus mutually 
exclusive. '!'he solution is that both are harmonised 1n ''Becoraing 11 

as their synthesis. 11 Pure Being and pure Nothing are then the 
same• the truth is not either Being or Nothing, but that Being-not 
paseea - but has passed over into Nothing and Nothing into Being. 
But equally the truth is not their lack or distinction but that 
they are not the same, that they are absolutely dlstinot and yet 
unseparated and lneeparable, each disappearing immediately in 
its opposite. Their truth is therefore the movement,this lm~ed
iat~ disappearance or the one into the other, in one wordt 
Becoming - a movement wherein both are dist1not but i~ virtue of 
a distinction which has equally dissolved itself.• (lJ This is 
the famous doctrine or the Hegelian dialectics. 

When, a synthesis has been achieved or oonsummated, it becomes 
a new thesis >Jh1oh again reveals its antithesis and these t'lio 
again combine into a new, higher synthesis. The process goes on 
until the ulti~Ate triad is reached, namely, Logio (thesis), 
Nature (antithesis), and Spirit (synthesis). The 9n1rit or Reason 
1~ the nl timR~-~..ali.!_y which harmcniou~l::r ~ombi~nd-
1riolud~e e.nd Logi_o_or___ltir.rl..._a.nd_J.iat..t _e~ ..In othe;
wo~e, the e~it is the Absolut~wgicq_rnanlfesta itRelf in 
everything in t~n.1Y.~Md-ou-t-s-1de-..o_t'~J'!~.ch_there _is _no_thing 
llnd which---unfolds itself in hlstOJ:Y• T~e __ Abso].u~e 1~3od. 

. ( 
1 R the substance of the 1lverset vi~. that by which 

and in which all rea lty haa its being an subsistence.• l2) 
•rt 1e only an 1n!erenoe !rom the History of the \i'orld that its 
development has been a ratlonRl proceas; that the history in 
quest~on hes oon~tltuted the rational necessary course of the 
World-Spirit - that Rp1r1t which is always one and the same but 

. ~hioh unfolda this, 1ts one Nature, in the nhenomena or the world 1 3 

. existence. u ( 3) 1 
•••••• 1t may be aRid or universa.l HiP.tory that 

it··. is the exhibition o-r Spirit in tb.e proeesf! Q"f vorklng out the 
knowledge or that which it 1s potentially.• \4) 

As the spiritual God is the reality which underlies all 
finite things, it stands to reason that the universe i~ essentially 
and :t'undnmentally spiritual. Hatter is merely a rna.nifeAtation 
of spirit. On this point, Karl 1•!arx disagreed with Hegel and 
maintained that the univerP.e i~, ln essence, material, and that 
spirit is - simply the product or manifestation or matter. I 

The g1Bt ot Hegel 1 s conception of God c~tn be briefly re- I' 

stated. God is an all-inclusive Absolute. There iA nothln~ 
outside Him. In Him there is no diecord, discrepancy, or contra- I 
diction as these are characteristic features of !1n1te i~perfect 
beings which include only a small portlon · or reality. God manl- j 
tests Himself in matter, in mind, 1n history. Such human · 
institutions ae family, tribe, nation, state, are prngreASiVe Or r 
historical manifestations or God or the Ab~olute. MThe final aim 
1s God's purnoae with the world; but God is the Absolutelv (S' 
fer!eot Being ar.d can the:re!ore ·will nothing other than Hi~eelf." · i 

But all these ~ni!old forms ot human relat1onA, act!vitiest and 1 

pleasures, all the ways 1nvhich these are intertwined, all that 
bas worth. and dignity !or man, all 1r.-herein he eeeks his hap..-,inesst 
his glory, and his pride, finds its ultimate centre in rel1~1on, 
1n the tho~ht, the coneo1ousne~s and the feeling of God. Thus 
God is the beginning o-r all things and the end of all things. 
Here ep1rit, repreeented as an object has the sign1f1canee for 
itself of being un1Yersal snirit \oJb1ch cgnta1ne witpioe i~;~lf all 
that 1e ultimate and essential and all t •. &~ Is C()r.C t::.. • 

(l) Hegel: in •Anthology of Modern Phlloeopby• by Robinson. p. 5g1 
(2) Hegel: Ibid. p. 59g 
(3) Hegel: Ibid. p. ~gg 
(4) Hegel: Ic1d. p. 001. 
( 5) Ha.gel: Ibid. p. 6o3. 
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actual. • ( l) 

The theory or Goa as a spiritual Absolute is open to some 
eerlous criticism. It does not satisfy the religious sentiment 
wh1oh requires a personal god who ia our loving !ather, to whom 
we pray and ask for favours, and who chastises us when we trans
gress or contravene his laws and regulations. The ordinary 
man vants a God who will help him in the daily v1o1ssitudes of 
life; the absolute does not seem to be capable or so helping. 

· ~oreover, 1! the Absolute existR and is already complete 
and perreot, hov can we account for the raot that it contains some 
1mpertecticne such as finite beings, evil, and sin? And how 
must we exula1n human progress which seems to be the result of 
that yearning and longing or the human soul for perfection? Again, 
modern science, under the influence of the theory of evolution 
regards mind or spirit as a product of matter, and as having 
evolved out or matter •. Finally, there is much to eup,ort the 
argument that the Absolute does not actually exist but is merely 
the necessity of logic, esneoially or the principles of non
contradiction and sufficient reason. 

The influence of Hegells philosophy has been, and is still, 
tremendously great. In modern times the Hegelian theory of the 
Absolute has been expounded end defended by some of Hegel's 
disciples, styled ~eo-Hegel1ans, men like Bradley, Green, 
Bosm quet, Taylor, and othe MI. 

Bradley states that the Absolute 1B essentially sentience or 
experience; so that there is but one reality And its being con
sists in experience. Green conceives the Absolute es a universal 
consciousness 1~pl1cit in the act of knowledge. Our ooncciouenees 
is a fragment or ~o ment of this universal conso1ousness. In the 
aot of knowing we participate in divine nature. 9 You complain 
thAt you cannot find out God; no eye can see or ear hear Him; 
the assertion that He exists can not be verified like any other 
matters of fact: but w9a~ if that be not beoau~e He is so !ar but 
because He is so near?"\ 2) "God is our ideal self the possibility 
or which realisation is the end of our moral lite.- (3) 

Some thinkers who later fundamentally differed from or dis
· agreed Yith Hegel, commenced their philosophic careers as keen 
· and interested students and enthusiastic admir~rs of Hegel, for 
instance, Karl Marx, Benedetto Groce and others. So that one 
can indeed say that to -be a foll~wer of Hegel is the essential 
commencement o! all philosophy. 

( l) 

( 2) 
( 3) 

Hegel: Phenomenology of Mind. (Baillie's Translation).Vol.ll. 
p.6e8. 

Green,T.H.: 
Green, 1'. H. : 

BOSANQUE'r: 

BRADLEY: 

C.ALKU!S: 

HALDAR: 

in Neo-Hegeliane by Haldar. P• 72. 
Ibid. P• 70. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 

1:Pr1no1ple or Ind1v1dual1ty and Value. 

Appearance and Rea11t7• 

Persistent Problems of Phllosoph7. pp. 36o - 393· 
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CHAP ! E R lX 

SCI~Ci ON tn OFFENSIV~ 

•we thus arrive at the para
doxical conception or God as 
a gaseous vertebrate.• 

· - Haeckel. 

1 Aellgion is the opium or the 
people. 11 

Xarl Marx. 

At this stage it appears proper and fitting that we make 
a short pause and cast our glance aside and cursorily and briefly 
examine the influence of Soience on the conception of God, effPeo-
1ally because ao1ent1!1c ideas and outlook permeate, to a very 
great extent, the apeoulatlon ot modern philosophers. 

· Science tends to create or encourage a materialistic 1 welt
aanschauung11. ~·le observe thia phenomenon, tor instance, in ancient 
Greece during the time ot Democritue and other Greek scientists. 
We notice t he same also with Hobbes in the 16th Century and ~1th 
the Encyclopedists in the 17th and lgth centuries. It is also 
the oase with mod.ern scientists. Hence science is often inte:x
preted as being ~nti-religious or atheistic. The devastating 
attack of science on religion is directed on or aimed at a personal , 
God or anthropomorphic deity. It dismisses religion based on such 
a god. as a superstition, a myth, a relic or vestige of our 
primitive and barbaric past. It ms.y be stated also that an 
attac~ on the hurean spirit or soul; or a materi~1st1o inter
pretation thereof, has far-reaching repercussions in religion 
and the conception of God. Let us support our proposition by 
reference to some specific sciences. 

(a) The Influence or Biolo~y. 
Charles Darwin (1317 - 13S2) is generally regarded as the 

tound~r of modern evolutionist Biology. In his study of plants 
and anl~als, Darwin wss struck by the taot that in the whole world 
no~ t~o leaves of plants are the same or perfectly similar in 
structure, no two flowers, no two anlmele, no two human beings. 
Again, in nature, we find several species of plants or animals 
belonging to the same genus. To the genus man, for instance, 
belong Chinese, Africans, Europeans, and eo on; in the same vay, 
there are several species of maize, wheat, b1rd3, cattle and so 
forth. 

Before the time of Darwin 1t vas generally believed that each 
species had been separately created by God. Darwin set out to 
disprove this theory of separate creation o! species. He pointed 
out that every individual or species possesses some variatione 
vh1ch distinguish that individual or species fro~ every other 
individual or species; and that these variations are beneficial 
to the possessor ao they enable it to adapt 1t~elt to 1ts envir
onment and thus to survive in the struggle tor existence against 
other individuals whloh do not oosseae thoee particular variations. 
The latter oerish or are exterminated. Nov these beneficial 
v~riatione are, according to the principle or heredity, passed 
!rom generRt1nn t o eene ration and become more accentuated in eaeh 
genc ra~ion. This is ~he theory o! natural selection, by shich 
new individuals and new species are evolved. Man himself, has 

G 
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been evolved from lower aniEale by the same process. It 1s her~ 
vhere Darwin's theory becomes diametrically opposed to the biblical 
story of creation as narrated 1n the Book of Genesis. Darwin's 
theory dismisses tile idea of God ~ho is a direct creator o! 
plants, ani mals and man. 

Haeokel ( 1g99) basing his arguments on the theor1 of evolution, ' 
traces the gradual hi$tor1cal evolution of the human soul !rom the 
animal soul. Ra then goes on to denounce the anthropomorphic 
oonoeytlon of God and points out that the personal anthropism of 
God has become eo natural to the majority of believers that they 
experience no shook when they find God per6on1fied in human form, 
in picture and statute and in the varied images o! the poet in Yhich 
God takes human form - that is, changed into a vertebrate. 
Although God is conceiv~d as an immaterial spirit, yet He is not 
conceived to be incorporeal but merely 1nv1sible, gaseous. 

(b) ?ne Influence of G~emistry. 
Dr. vrcad in his book "·l'he Hind and its place 1n tfature• 

(publiehed 1937), elaborates an 1nteroretation or the human soul 
in terms or after the analogy of chemical compounds. If, for 
instance, one mixes hjdrogen and oxygen 1n a certain proportion 
a chemical compound called water results. By the knowledge of 
hydrogen alone or oxygen alene no one could predict the fact that 
if these t~o elements are mixed in a certain proportion, tho corn
pound ¥ould be water. This can only be known or learnt after 
it has taken place. I 

. ! 
As Yater emerges from a certain mixture o! hydrogen and 

oxygen, in a similar mannar the human sonl emerges from the 
chemical miY.ture of elements in the human body and brain. From 
the observation of the elementR alone, no one could know tb~t their 
mixture or combination in a certain manner would result in the 
formation or emergence of the human soul. • ..•. The characteris-
tic beh~v1our of the whole could not even in theory be deduced 
from the most complete lmowledge of the behaviour of its co:nponente 
taken separately or in other comb~n~tions and of their proportions 
an~ arrangements in this ~hole.~ llJ 

If the !!Oul o t man ie an emergent from or a compoand of 
ohem1c~l elements, then obviously the idea o! a God vho created a 
man and breathed the soul into hie nostrils - in other words a 
personal God and Creator - becomes superfluo~s. There is no 
place for suoh a God. 

( o) 1-farxism. 
Karl t\arx ( lSlS - 1M5) sought to explain the human sotU!and 

the economic institutions in materialistic terms. To him, t~e 
bas1o or fundamental reality 1s matter. Spirit or soul is a 
product of matter. •The material, sensuously pe~eptible world 
to which we belong, is the only reality. Our conaciouanesa and 
thinking, howeYer, supra-~en~uous as they may seem, are the 

· product or ~1nd, but mind 1tnelf 1s merely the hi&hest product of 
matter.M 2; Lenin says, ~The vorld picture is a picture o! hoY 
matter moves and or how matter th1nks.M l3J 

The origin of religion and the belief 1n the gods is ascrib
able to tYo sources. Firstly, •Fear created the gods• -the fear 
of ~he mysterious and apryarently inscrutable and awe-!nsoir1ng 
forces and phenomena of Nature around us and the !ear or death. 

( 1) Broad: Mind and ita place 1n Nature. o. 59· 
( 2) Karl ~~nrx: 1n Stalin 1 s •nialeotioftl and Historical l1ater1al1srn. 1 

(3) Lenin: Ibid. 



Secondly, religion 1s the instrument by wh1oh the ~ell-to-de, 
privileged class (capitalistA) lull to sleep and keep in sub
Jection the lover exploited class (proletariat) 1n that reli gion 
teaches the proletariat to aonuiesce in and be sat1ef1ed ~1th its 
lot or toiling, misery, and dire pove~, with the hope of finding 
happiness and inheriting life everlasting 1n a legendary or myth
ical heaven. Religion ie thus applied on the oppressed maRses as 
a drug, an intoxicant, an opium. Y.arx exclaims: "Religion is 
the opium or the people" and L ~ nin adds: "This postulate is ·the 
eorneretcne(ot tee ~hole philosophy of marx1em with regard to 
religion.• 1) •No amount of reading matter, however enlighten
ing, will eradicate religion !rem thoRe Ma9Aes who are crushed 
by the grinding toil of capitalism and subjected to the blind, 
destructive forceR of c~Ditalism until the masses themselves learn 
to fight against the soo~al facts from which religion arises in 
a united disciplined, pl~~~ed and conscious manner- until they 
leatn to(f1ght against the rule of C$D1tal1sts in all its 
forms. 11 2) According to this theory, God is merely a complex 
of ideae engendered by the ignorance or mankind and by its sub
jection firntly beneath the forces of nnture, and secondly by 
class oppresgion. By spreading and disseminating aoient1!1o 
knowledge among the manses and by abolishing social classes, 
religion, and belief 1n the gods will automatically disappear. 

Dr. Diederichs criticises this conception of God and religion 
and pointA out that it deplorably overlooks another source of 
religion or belief, namely, the problem of human suffering ''~'hich 
cannot be removed, abolished, or done away with, even in an ideal 
classless ~ociety. •wat die Kom~un1s oar die hoof sien is die 
bronne vnn lyding wat in die individu alleen gelee is asook gulkea 
vat tot die \1.'ese van alle elndigheid behoort. Sal in die 
kommunistiese samelew1ng nie meer so lets bestaan as siekte en 
dood n1e, sal d~r nie meer so lets wees as s1elcgmart, gewetens-
vroeg1ng nie?• \3J · 

Even when we are happy, ~e need somebody superhuman to 
whom we can express our gratitude for our joy, hil&rity and 
mirth. MBehnlwe d1e weg van lyding, is daar nog 'n ander wes wat 
tot God(vQer nl. die weg v~n one vreugde en van one dankbaar
heid.• 4-J 

We may also Rdd, and draw attention to, the words of the 
poe_t Guido Gazelle: ___ _ 

1 Daar huivert on 
WeerstaanbaRr leta 
In •s menschen merg en midden,

. Dat hemelwaarde 
De r.1ele haalt, 
Dat knielen doet en bidden.• 

(d) Pragrnati~rn. 
This i~ a eyetem ot philosophy that has ~r1aen in America 

and its chief exPonents are ~1111am James, Dewey and Schiller. I 
The central teaching or pragmatism is thRt there is no abso~ute -~ 
truth. That which worke in pract ioe, is true, that is to My, J 

that ~h1oh does not lead us to frustration and self-contradiction. 
!ruth mu~t produce practicAl useful resulta. The pragmat13ts 
are interested in eoo1Rl reform and ~mprovement, so that they test 1 

the " truth of a tbaory by ita practical reaults in improving or stab
ilising society and sooial institutions. In other words, truth 

~~Jx~ex%•x !~tK~~ttk%~~~~~tmx±mxtx~~-~ixmxixKxiX~rt.. 
(1) Lenin: On Religion. p.l6. (Little Lenin Library. Vol. Vll) 
( 2~ Lenin: Ibid. p. 20. 
(( 3 Diederichs: Die Kot!!rnunleme. p.p. 115-116. 

4 Diederichs: Ibid. p. 116. -3 



must be meliorietio. 

Pragmatists do not belieT$ in on$ particular, perfeot, 
immutable, God and have no clear eut, de!1n1te oonoent1on or God. 
VhE.t they zealously maintain is thst 1r any particular belief in 
a god or whatever descri?tlon, tends to improve or ~tablliae 
society, well, we should believe in such a God. •on pragmatistic 
pr1no1plee~ says ~1lliam James, •it the hy~othes1s of God work~ 
satisfactorily in the widest sense of the wor~, it is true." 1; 

In his •varieties of religious experience•, Jamee says that 
our deepest religious experiences such as religious visions, 
conversions, saintliness, the :reeling of our union ~dth the 
Infinite, are merely the effects of the activity of our sub
conscious mind or the sub-liminal self. 

I 
Ye _oan summarise the pragmatists' conception of God in 

their own words. •The truth of the ~tter oan be nut in this 
way: God is not known, He ia not understood; He 18 used -
sometimes .as a meat-:nurvey?r, aooetimee es a moral support, 
sometimes as a friend, sometimee as an object of love. If He 
proves himself useful, the religious consciousness a~ks for 
no more thnn that. Does God really exist? How does He exist? 
What io He? are so many irrelevant auestions. Not God, but life, 
more life, a larger, richer, more satisfying life, is, in the 
last analysis, the end of reli~1on. The love of life at any 
and every level of development~ is the religious impulse.• {2) 

Under the saQe category as pr~~~~ti9ts, we may also . mention 
the utilitarians such as Bentham an1 Mill, whose criterion of 
goodness ie that a good thing or get is that which advanceR the 
greateAt hap~iness of the greatest number; so that if God or belief 
in God brings about or promotes the greatest happine~a of the rreat~ , 
est number, ~e must reoognise Him and believe in Him; otherwise i 
He has no place and we must discard Him or any belief in Hi~ . .,. 

In conclusion, we may al11o point out ths influence of 
Astronomy. ~e have been taught by our religious teachers that i 
heaven, the palace of God, 1a situated high up, on the other aide l 
of the clouds, or the blue firmament. Astronomers, however, state 
tbat above and around us there are un1m&~1nably vast stretches of 
vorlds {stars, planete, and moons),- · an endlessly and infinitely 
extended space. No sign of heaven. 

(l)W1111am James: 
(2)W1111am James: 

Pragmatism. p. 299. 
Quoting Leuba 1n 1 Var1et1ea of Religious Ex
perience• P• 506-507 • 
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CHAP'fi:R X 

GOD AS THE ORIGI!1AL IY.Pt'l.Slt OR SOURCE 
OF EVOLUTION 

•we cannot account for advance in evolution 
without assuming a eosm1c guiding genius.• 

- Boodin. 

'The preAent contains nothing more than 
the past ar.d what is found in the effect 

- \ was already in the cause.• 

-Bergson. 

~he theory of evolution has exercised tremendous influence 
in the world of . science and has had fnr-reachin~ reoercussiona in 
the world of philosophy. After Darwin, the maJority of thinkers 
tend to revert to the ancient Greek thinker Herakleitus vho 
taught that ever~thing 1s 1n a state of !lux and nothing abides. 

In this chapter we shall examine the ideas of Bergson and 
try to state his conoeption of the Deity. But before we do so, 
we mey shortly refer to another earlier philosopher Yhoee iceas, 
1n some respects seem to resemble those of BergRon, namely the 
philosopher, Schopenhsuer, who died in lg6o. 

Schopenhauer conceives reality as the Will -the eternally 
striving energising power which 1s working everywhere in the 
universe. Behind all phenomena, all thin~e, the whole cosmos, 
there "1s a gigantic pushing power- the Will - v~1ch manifestA 
itself in all things. ~As the magio lantern shows many differ~nt 
pictures whic~ are all made by one and the same li~ht, so 1n all 
th~ multifarious phenomena which !111 the world together, or 
through e~ch other as events,only one will mani!cots itself of 
vhioh everything is the visibility the objectivity and whioh 
r 'ema1ns unmoved in the midst of change. • (l) 

. J 
Sohopenhauer eonoeivee this will ae blind and 1rre.tion , as it 

ie, for instance, manifested 1n plants and lower animals. It ~ 
only in the intellect of man, where the v111 kindles !or itself 
a light to aid 1t in the task of dealing v1th disadvantages that 
arise from the complexity of life. This will is the source of 
all movement, all evolution 1n the universe. It is one and single 
but manifest~ itself in diverse ways in the cosmos. It is the 
~ltimate realit1 or God. Nov let us turn to Bergson. 

The philosophical ideRs of Bergson are enunciated chiefly 
in his book entitled •creative Evolution~ (publiahed in 1q11). He 
eopeeives the universe as endlessly moving and changing or ~8 in 
a state of perpetual flux. ~The universe endures. The more we 
study the nature of time, the more we shRll comprehend that 
duration means invention, the creat1or Qf forma, the continunl 
elaboration of the abmolutely nev.• 2) 11 Duration 1s the 
continuous progress or the past ~m1ch grove into the future 8nd 

. which avella ae it advances.- l3) This duration is ~otion or 

(1) 

( 2) 

( 3) 

Schopenhauer: in Roger~' •student's Histor1 of Ph1loAoph1. 1 

p. 4-27. 
Bergson: Creative Evolution. (Mitchell's Tranalat1on) 

p. 11. 
Bergson: Ibid. p. 5· 
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'fime. It 1s evolution. 

'fhe cause of evolution may be a final cause, that is, the 
goal or end of the evolutionary process. Bergson traces the 
cause or evolution behind the evolutionary process~ The former 
view • •.. holds in front ol us the light with vh1ch it claims to 
guide us, insteRd of puttin~ it behind. It substitutes the) 
attraction of the future for the impulsion of the past. It n 
'fhere is then a vital urge or impulse or original impe~us of life, 
an explosive foroe which life bears within itself. '1..Lhe evolution 
of lite really continues •••••• an initial 1moulsion: this 
impulsion, which has determined the development of the chlorophyl
llan function 1n the plant and of the sen~ori-motor system in 
the animal brings life to more and more efficient acts by t~e 
fabrication and use ot more and more powerful explosives.• (2} 

- \ 
1he intellect of ~ich we boast so much, is not a proper 

instrument !or discovering ultimate reality, but it is merely a 
tool created by life in order to aid it in its onward surge and 
to enable _ it to adapt itself to environment. "Our intellect 
•••••.• is intended to secure the perfect fitting of our body 
to 1tc environment •.•• 11 ( 3) 11 'l'he essential fi.Ulction of our 
intellect, as the evolution or life has fashioned it, is to be a 
light for our eor.duct, to make ready for our action on things, to 
foresee for a given situation, the ~vents favourable or unfavour-
eble which may follow thereupon. 11 

( Lt J "Thought in its purely logical 
form is ·incapable of presenting the nature of life, the full 
meaning or the evolutionary movement; created by life in definite 
circumstances to act on definite thinga, bow can it embrace life 
of which it is only an emanation or an aspect? Deooe1ted by the 
evolutionary movement in the course o!( 1te ~ay bow can it be applie( 
to the evolutionary movement itselr,• 5) Thinking is relative 
to action. ~e think in order to net. Life i~ more than,and 
transcende,intellect. ~ e can, however, come into contact or 
comrn~nicate with ultioate reality not through intellect but through 
intuition, that immediate feeling or experienoe of our union vith 
the ultiroate reality or God. 

Bergson 1s conception of God may then be stated thus: God 
is Duration or that vital urge or impetus which unfolds itself 1n 
several forme in the process of evolution. Accordingly, God is 
not complete or perfect but is still in the process of developing, 
evolving, manifesting new forms. •God has nothiQg of the already 
made; He is unceasing 11!e action, freedom.~ (6} 

. . 

.. This conception o! God 1s at variance and in conflict with 
th~hristian conception of the Deity as well as with that of 
previous philosophers such as Descartes, Berkeley, Kant, and 
others, who conceived God as a perfect, immutable being. 

But many Christians today realise the inevitGbility and 
utility or the theory or evolution in ~xolain1ng the riddle or the 
universe, as witness the Abbe Breuil: ·~he only method of explan
ation we have which is the only scientific metno~ applicable to 
all reality unfolding in t~e, is evolution.• {7) . 

(1) Bergson: Creative Evolution (M1tohell 1 a Translation) p. 42. 
( .2) Bergson: Ibid. p. 259· ( 4) Bergson: Ibid. Introduction p. lX. 

. ( ) Bergson: Ibid. P• 31. 
( ~) Bergaon: Ibid. Introduction. p. x. 
( ) Bergson: Ibid. o. 262. 
(7) •catholic Times• . March, 1945. 
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CH~P'rER n 

DEI'l'Y AS THE 
CREATOR-

CREATURE- AND NOT 
OF THE UNIVERS~ 

1 Alexander 1 s deity is earth-born.• 

- Boodin. 

THE 

1 For us, deity is like nll other empirical 
qualities, a birth of time and exists 

\ in time. 11 

- Alexander. 

Alexander 1n hie book •space, Time, and Deity•, (published 
1920, reprinted 1934), expounds and advocates the theory that 
Space-Time is the original stuff or matrix out of which the 
cosmos - with all the variety of objects therein - has evolved, 
or has been created. We can do no better than quote verbatim 
and literatim Alexander's own summary of his oh•n philosophy. 

1 Space and Time have no reality apart from each other but 
are aspects or attributes of one reality, Space-Time or Motion. 
This is the stuff ~ which all existents are composed; and it 
breaks up of it~elf into these complexes within the one all
embracing stuff. Any portion or it, any space-time, possesses 
certain fundamental featureR which therefore belong to every 
existent generated within the universe o! Space-Time. These 
funda~ental pervasive features o! things are the categories. 
Besides these fundamental features, things possess quality which 
is the empirical feature of thingA. Qualities form a hierarchy 
the quality of each level of existence being identical with a 
certain complexity or colloeet1on of elements on the next lower 
level. The quality performs to its equivalent lower existence 
the office which mind performs to its neural basis. Mind and body 
do but exemplify therefore, n relation which holds universally. 
Accordingly, Time is the l~ind of Space and any quality the mind 
of its body; or to speak more accurately, mind and any other 
quality are the different dlst 1nct ive complexities of Time which 
exists as qualities. As existents within Space-Time, minds 
enter into various relations of a perfectly general character with 
other things and with one another. these account for the fam
iliar feature of mental life: knowing, freedom, values and the 
like. In the hierarchy or qualities, the next higher quality 
to the highest attained is deity. God 1s the whole universe _ 
engaged in process towards the emergence · of this new quality, and 
religion is the sent1~ent in us that we are dra~~ towards him 
and caught in the movement of the world to a higher level of 
existence.• (1) _ _ -

This comprehensive statement of Alexande~ 1 s philosophy CP.n 
be briefly analysed as follows: Spaoe-Time or Y.otion man1fep ·~s 
oerta1n qu3l1ties , at oerta1n atages of its evolution, and these 
·qualities may be arr~nged 1n an asoending order: spaoe, time, 
matter, secondary quP.lities, life, mind,and deity. •within 
the all-embracing eturr ~r Space-Time, the universe exhibits an 
esergenoe in Time of successive levels of finite existences each 

(1) Alexander: Space, Time and Deity. Vol. 11. pp. 42~9. 

G 
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with 1ts ohAraoter1st1o empirical qu~lity. The highest of these 
empirical qualities known to us is mind or consciousness. Deity 
is the next higher empirical quality to the highest we know; •..• 
at any level or existence there is a next higher empirical quality 
wh1~~ sta~ds t0~ards the lower quality as delty st~nds towards 
mind.• (lJ The quality of deity then is a product or the 
evolving universe !or the nisus in Soace-T1me which has borne its 
creatures forward through mstter and. lite to mind, will bear them 
forward to some higher level or existence. 

Alexander diverges or departs from the traditional conception 
or deity as a creator and as God. or course, God"··· as being 
the whole universe •..• is creative, but his distinctive character 
or deity is not creative but created.N(2) God • as embracing 
the whole universe or Space-Time is creative •••••• Even then it 
ier properly spe~king, Space-Time itself which is the Creator 
an~ not Go~.• ~3) 1 It is only when we identity God's body with 
its previous stages and ultimately with Space-?ime itself that 
ve can speak of him as a creator. God himself, that is, the 
universe as tending to deity is creative only of deity ••.• God 
then, like all things in the universe - tor Space-Time is not 
in the universe whereas God since his deity ia a part of the 
universe, is in. it - is in the strictest sense not a creator but 
a creature ••.....• He is an infinite creature of the universe 
ot Space-·rtme." ( 4) 11 His deity is located in an inf1ni te 
portion ot Spaoe-Ti~e and it is in faot eseen~1~lly in process 
and oaught in the general .movement or Time." l5J 

L, 

This is indeed, - to borrow a phrase from Kant - a 1 Copern1o1n 
revolution•. The deity is not a spirit; for the snirit is mind 
or on the mind's level of e%istence, whereas deity is a higher 
existence above mind, just as mind is a higher existence above 
lite, And life above matter. Having failed to s.pprehend God ae 
a perfect spiritual being, the Creator of heaven and earth, 
Alexander thinks that God can be better described by inverting 
the ~ormula. -

In brief Alexander teaches that deity 1s a divine quality 
located in an infinite part of Space-Time. God is the whole 
universe as possessing or as in travail with, or in the process 
or producing, the quality or deity. 

_ Alexander's God is not perfect as He is ever developing 
and evolving new novel qualities. We can legitimately assume that 
above deity a nev empirical quality will arise and oome into 
existence. 

In order to justify and defend morality, Alexander shows 
that deity 1s on the side of goodness and that all values are 
conserved in God's deity. •we help 1n the creation of deity 
1n eo far as throu~h our goodness we are quali~1~d to shRre in 
the universal bent - towards a higher quality,w (bJ- namely the 
quality or deity. •Good and great men seem to as to have in 
them something divine and the description is just lf it is taken 
to mean that, being better and greater than the reRt or u~, they 
point the way to deity and prepare the way as leaders 1n the 
human contribution to the world endeavour. Even God himself 
does not, as actual God, possess deity attained but only the nisus 
towards it. Men or transcendent gifts of perfection are thus 
i~ their degree, exemplars or this ni~ue.' l]J 

(1) 
( 2) 
( 3) 
( 4) 
( 5) 
( o) 
(7) 

Alexander: 
Alexander: 
Alexander: 
Alexander: 
Alex:"'nder: 
Alexander: 
Alexander: 

Snace, Time and Deity. 
Ibid. p. 397. 
Ibid. p. 397· 
Ibid. pp. )07-39~· 
Ibid. P• 199. 
Ibid. o. 41~. 
Ibid. p. 41~. 

Vol. 11. p. 345. 
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CHAP'!' E R n1 

CONCLUSION 

•Rook or agee ole.ft for me. 11 

'Per omnia eaeoula eaeoulorum.• 

-- (Latin Pra,er). 
- \ 

I have nov oome ~o the end or my cursory survey of the ideas 
or great philosophers, !rom Descartes to the present day. or 
oourRe, I have selected only those ideas which to my mind illustrate 
or elucidate 'he conception of God, according to the philosophical 
systems or different philosophers. 

It ~hould be mentioned, that several philosophers are omitted 
- not because they are unimportant or because there is nothing 
about God expressly stated or implied in their writings - but because 
there are eo many philosophers that, to include them all, vould 
perhaps make this dissertation undesirably long. I have, for 
instsnee, omitted Bertrand RusseU who seems to find ultimate reality 
in the laws of pure logio and mathematics - laws which are valid 
and operate throughout the universe. 

No mention also has been made about the philosopher Niettsohe 
who dismisses Christianity as slave-morality and holds that Power 
or the.will to power 1e the ultimate reality or God. 

'!'wo propositions have been established. Firstly, that the 
gro~th and spread o! knowledge and science is incompatible with 
or aubversive of, the personal or anthropomorphic conception of 
God. History repeats itself. What happened 1n ano1ent Greece 
is aga1n taking place in the modern world. It 1s not necesaary 
to elaborate thla point any further as the preceding Chapters have 
made it clear and plain. --· 

The second proposition is this, that practically all philos
ophers w~ have studied do not, 1n reality and in !aot, deny the 
existence of God. They only differ as to the conception or God. 
The fierce strife among them is not raging on the existence of God, 
but on His essence- Hie qualities and attributes - on who He is; 
on the ~what' of God and not on His 1 that", to borrow two words 
!rom Bradley. To Descartes God is a perfect .. spiritual being; 
to Spino~a, an all-inclusive universal substance; to Leibni~, 
a supreme spiritual monad; to Berke~,an active creative Rpirit; 
to Kant, a guarantee or our hap iness ! edom ad-immortality; 
to , a - nclus ve so ute; to Karl Marx, material-
economic progress; to Alexander, the whole universe 1n the process 
or creating deity, and so · on. 

_'!'he eon!liot betveen religion ·and science can be resolved. 
Religion and Science are not irreconcilably oppoged to each other. 
Religion should remember thnt as the human mind progresRes, and 
erplores uncharted re~ione of knowledge, human ideas are born, 
grow, mature and •senesce 1 • So that, to keep uo with the timee, 
religion must be constantly brushing aside or discarding its old 
antiquated ideas, practices and crudities which belonged to the 
infant stage of the human race. Science, on the other hand, must 
refrain from 1ts usugl wil d , dogmatic assertions about those things 
which we do not as yet clearly ~.d distinctly perceive and 
conoe ive. 
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EPILOGUE 

GOD AS '1'HE SELF-RE:ALISATION OF THE 
EVOLVING UHIVERS~ 

'The consciousness of the divine may 
come to us as the law or direction 
of our life - the nisus of our historic 
and individual striving; the nisus 
•······· towards the highest level whioh 
we o!.ll God. • 

- \ --- Boodin. 

•The more deeply harmonised are a man's 
faculties of feeling and thought, the 

~ finer and more fundamental are hie powers 
of achieving contact with reality. 11 

Fausaet. 
' •Reality then ••.••• ie truly known to be 

a oonneoted and self-consistent, or 
internally coherent system.~ 

- 'raylor. 

After studying the God-idea as erpounded by several great 
philosophers, I think I should, with modesty 1 state my own 
view - with modesty because uroolo rush 1n where angela !ear to 
tread. • 

God may be conceived, not as a person or thing; or as a 

1

'. perfect and already exi s ting be 1ng 1 but as a state towards which 
the whole universe 1s gradually moving. This state is an 
absolute harmony of all the elements of the universe. The pro
gressive movement is a gradual achievement of greater and greater 
harmony. · · 

---
We know from our own human nature that things which give us 

the true and enduring pleasure or happiness are those which dis
play or manifest the characteristic of being harmoniously con
stituted,as witness the obJects of art - a statue, a song, a poem. 

!he value or a great scientific idea or invention lies 1n 
this, that it brings about harmony 1n things or between things and 
ourselves, 1n the place or previously existing discord, disharmony 
and confusion. 

I deeply admire the Christian 1 hypotheeis 1 which has, for 
about two thousand years, helped to create harmony between man 
and his environment - material and human, for, it tells ue that 
there is God who created heaven and earth and all that is therein 
-the ant, the lion, tree, sun, man, and all other existentR. 
lt tesches that God loves us, He forgives us our trespaseee; that 

; our souls emanated from Him and are immortal; that after death 

I ve shall live in eternal hapuiness with God in heaven 1f we h~ve 
been good here on earth. The~e ideas give to ordinary men and 
vomen rest and satisfaction; they enable us to go on with our 

I 
daily work and routine without worrying as to what all these things 
around us mean. I think all religions- primitive and modern -
are an attempt to create harmony bet~een man and the world, for 
in the long run we oan only rest and experience satisfaction in 
harmony. '· · 
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God is a state of harmony which the world is in process of 
realising. fhe highest achievement of this cosmic procens is, 
80 far, the evolution of m~n w~ is the best specimen we have, 
of the universal or absolute harmony, still to be achieved. 
1'here is har.11ony bet....-een h~can :ulnd and bod y . · NM' s g :::-eat task 
is to shape, mould, and render har~onioue the elements or parts 
of the universe. 

Science is conoe~ed mainly ~ith knoYledga; religion, with 
feeling. Science and religion can be har~onised by right action. 
Now the perfect har~ony or relig ion, science, and right action, 
can only oe r ealised in the Abs olute Harmony - God. Today these 
three entities are still f s r from being hsrmoniaerl. \ie have 
knowledge, but "'e misapply 1t because we do not possess the right 
feeling. Sometimes we have the right feeling but we oannot act 
acco!ding to it because we do not po8~ess true knowledge. Many 
a time we have the right reeling and true knowledge, but we lack 
power to act rightly, ~e lack will power. 

!~e existence of matter or material objects as opposed to, 
or apart and separate from, mind, is due to our failure, so far, 
to craate harmony in the world. Hence there ari s es the discord 
between mind and matter- t he latter being the not yet assimilated 
part of the universe. The discord also be t ween kno\orledge, feeli n.: 
and willing, or bet~een science and religion, is traceable to the 
eams oauae, 80 t~~t t he conquest of ~atter by mind, as, for 
instance, in the annihilation of distance oy trains , aeroplanes, 
radio, television; and the development and refinement of human 
feeling by higher and more sublime forms of religion and ethics 
and the right po~er!ul action to create harmony - this is our 
highest calling. 

A true ayatem of philoaonhy, to my mind, must account for 
and expls.in all aspects of human nature. ,\ phlloaor.-hy r:hich lays 

1 

stress on either the cognitive or eentimental or volitional a~pect 
to the neglect or exclusion of other aspects; or a philosophy 
which regards man as merely and purely cognitive and i gn;)res or 

. · overlooks the volitional and affective ascects of human nature 
or _pretends thst these aspects are non-existent- such a philosophy 
in my opinion, is deficient and 1nade~uate. In man there is 
eometh1ng of a blind terce and the feeling o! longing and yearning 
!or something higher and better than ourselves. 

Our grent values, r.amely, truth, goodness, and beauty -
• themselves forms of harmony and ultimately one and single harmony 

are, as 1t were, beacons pointing for us the vay to Absolute 
Harmony - God. 

I 
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